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May Editorial

W

elcome to May’s edition of Focus. As an
enthusiastic but amateur gardener I think
that this is possibly my favourite time of year.
Everywhere we look we can find signs of new growth and
it is difficult not to feel optimistic about the spring and
summer ahead. The greenhouse is brimming with vegetable
and flower seedlings ready for planting out when the time is
right. However, as I write this the British weather is being as
unpredictable as ever and snow is falling!
Nature features in a number of items this month.
Monty Don’s name appears a couple of times (Gardening
Club and Stretton Climate Care pages 57 and 52), volunteer
sessions are planned at Rectory Wood and Coppice
Leasowes, and Charlie from the Stepping Stones Project
(page 35) asks us to look for red tail bumblebees. An
opportunity for budding photographers to capture this
elusive creature perhaps?
Continuing on the theme of being outdoors, Nigel
McDonald shares plans to manage visitors to Carding
Mill Valley following the government’s move to ease the
lockdown (page 8) and I am delighted to see that the shuttle
bus will begin operating again in July.
For many of us the opportunity to meet family/friends
in a pub beer garden will be very much appreciated. If you
are interested in the history of hostelries in the Strettons

Barrie Raynor’s article about the
Lion Inn and Madeline Haigh’s At
the Green Dragon offer an insight.
(pages 24/25)
In other items, our amazing
student journalists (page 30) discuss
topical subjects with a level of
insight that I know I did not possess
at their age. In her article A Brighter
Year? our in-house journalist Christine Williams shares with
us the thoughts of local business people as they look forward
to opening up and reflect upon how they have adapted to
meet the needs of customers during lockdown (page 54.)
Our What’s On editor was delighted to report that this
item now runs to seven columns as contributors begin to
make tentative plans, but we have a long way to go until
it reaches a typical pre pandemic schedule. Let’s hope that
when it is my next turn to be Editor in Chief (September’s
issue if all goes to plan) we will be closer to ‘normal’ and
have greater access to the range of activities that we have
come to enjoy in this wonderful community.
Enjoy the lengthening days and any activities that you
have planned for the coming month.
Janet Du Cros
Editor in Chief for May

What’s On in the Strettons in May
If you wish to make contact with societies and groups, please see the list in the yellow pages
17th May is earmarked as the earliest date when the government will look to further easing of social restrictions, potentially allowing meeting
outdoors (gatherings of over 30 people will still be illegal). Indoors, the Rule of 6 or two households still applies. Please continue to check websites
or contact event/group organisers to get the latest updates.

Every Thursday and Friday:

Second Thursday

Christian Meditation

Experience the ancient practice of Christian
Meditation (contemplative prayer) in a small
safe group.
At the moment, we meet online only.
Please contact John Dennison 722599 or
1johndennison@gmail.com
Thursday: 8pm for 8.15pm start
Friday: 2pm for 2.15pm start

Every Tuesday, Wednesday and
Thursday:
Walking for Health

Leaving from outside the HWBC. Small groups
only so if you are interested, please contact
Mayfair.
Tuesday/Thursday 10.30am
Wednesday 10.30/11am

Marmaladies WI Virtual Meeting

We meet once a month on the second
Thursday of the month. Currently we are
using Zoom so please contact the secretary:
carol.greswell@gmail.com
or via the Marmaladies facebook page to get
an invitation to join the Zoom meeting.
8pm via Zoom

Friday 16 April – Monday 31 May

Amnesty Festival of Social Justice

Amnesty group members and friends will be
challenging themselves to walk 60 km over
the Festival period, raising money for Amnesty
International UK. Please see main Amnesty
article for more details of this and the film
and poetry evenings via Zoom.

Walking info from David and Trish Howard
on 722904 or email: davidandtrish@hotmail.
co.uk
For details of all the Festival events see
https://www.amnesty.org.uk/groups/centralengland

1 Saturday

Mayfair Pop-Up Plant Sale

Offering a wide selection of annuals,
perennials and vegetables. The stall will be
outside, by the Health and Wellbeing Centre
10am-2 noon

6 Thursday

Friends of CS Library Talk (via Zoom)

Dr Peter Toghill: ‘Geology of Church Stretton
and surrounding area’.
To book a place, please email
churchstrettonlibrary@outlook.com
7.30-8.30 pm via Zoom
Continued overleaf...

Stretton Focus
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What’s On continued
8 Saturday

Mayfair Pop-Up Plant Sale

By the Health and Wellbeing Centre
10am-2 noon

9 Sunday – 16 Sunday

Christian Aid Week

We are planning to deliver envelopes to as
many houses in the Strettons as possible,
but again this year, we will not be making the
usual house to house collection due to Covid.
Instead, the envelopes will show an address
where they can be returned.

15 Saturday

Mayfair Pop-Up Plant Sale

By the Health and Wellbeing Centre
10am-2 noon

17 Monday

Mayfair Lunches

Covid restrictions permitting, Mayfair will
welcome bookings from today, for lunch on
Mondays and Wednesdays.
A Mayfair home-cooked main and pudding
with tea or coffee costs £10.
Please see main Mayfair article for more
details on this or Friday fish and chips for
delivery or eat in.
Please book in advance so that we can seat
everyone safely.

20 Thursday

Amnesty Film Discussion (via Zoom)

Read a review of the film ‘Wajib’ (2017,
96 mins, cert 15) and watch a helpful
introduction. Watch the film at home
whenever you choose. Join the Zoom chat to
talk about the film and share thoughts. All
online links for review, film and Zoom from
Liz Knowles 07855 997257 email: jknowles2@
yahoo.com
7.30pm via Zoom

22 Saturday

South Shropshire Climate Action
Conference

‘Next Steps’, the second online conference
hosted by SSCA, aims to present a ‘Climate
Action Plan’ outlining how to get to net zero
carbon by 2030. Please see SSCA main article
for more details.
To attend the conference, please register on
our website:
https://southshropshireclimateaction.org/
conference-registration
9am-1pm via Zoom

RBL Centenary Gathering

To mark the Centenary of the Royal British
Legion, Church Stretton Branch members are
invited to gather outside St Laurence Church,
then walk to the Memorial Cross for a short
service, before proceeding to the King’s Arms’
outdoor seating area where refreshments
may be purchased.
See main article for details.
10am St Laurence’s Church

Amnesty Poetry Evening (via Zoom)

Poetry is a powerful tool for drawing attention
to human rights issues. You can join us to
hear poems and readings chosen and read
by Amnesty members and supporters. For
details contact Barbara Parnell on 720040 or
email csamnesty@outlook.com
7.30-8.30pm via Zoom

CS Bridge Club

Closed until further notice. Please check the
website for information:
www.bridgewebs.com/churchstretton

CS Croquet Club

We welcome anyone who would like to try
the sport. We have Tuesday ‘Club afternoons’,
competitive events and a busy social diary
too!
Contact: Fane Conant, Club Secretary, on
722610 or email fanesue@aol.com
We look forward to being able to meet up for
meetings and garden outings.
Take care and stay safe.
Contact: 723648

CS Leisure Centre

Please check with Leisure Centre regarding
any sessions that may now be taking place.
Please ring 720051
https://shropshire.gov.uk/leisure-services/
find-a-leisure-centre/church-stretton/
There are currently no group activities. This
affects WO listings:
• Badminton for All
• Japanese Taiko Drumming
• Strettons Table Tennis Group
• Three Touch Walking Football

For the latest community updates, consider subscribing to the excellent free community
messaging service by Rob/Sue Hill: communitymessaging@scrappies.org
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Our opening times are: Tuesdays, Thursdays,
Fridays: 10am-4pm (closed between 12pm
and 1pm)
Saturdays: 10am-1pm
We are sadly still not able to have groups
meet in the library. This affects the following
What’s On listings:
• Ancient Greek Study Group
• Latin Study Group
• Local and Family History Session
• Mayfair Time to Listen
• Reading Group
• Rhyme Time
• Sit and Knit
• Winter Talks
• Writers Groups
Telephone: 722535 or email us
Churchstretton.library@shropshire.gov.uk

CS School Theatre

Group and Venue Updates

CS Gardening Club

CS Library

The School Theatre remains closed to the
general public and will re-open when it is
safe to do so.

CS Stroke Support Group

With regret our meetings are cancelled for
the time being but for any information ring
Jane 01694 658027 or Hilary 01694 723419

CS Town Council

The Council can be contacted on 722113 or via
email: reception@churchstretton-tc.gov.uk
The Council is updating information
continuously on its website:
www.churchstretton-tc.gov.uk

Hope Bowdler Handbell Ringers
No meetings until further notice.
Contact Ruth Jenkins: 724919

Knit and Natter at Berry’s

Meetings at Berry’s are suspended until
safe social distancing can be assured.
Please contact Liz Strachan for the latest
information: 07971 289273 or lizmegroup@
gmail.com

Ley Gardens

Community events suspended until further
notice. This includes:
• Joy Yoga/Joy Yoga Flow
• Knit and Natter
• Thursday Lunch Club

Long Mynd Camera Club

For details of the camera club’s online
lockdown programme, including
competitions, visit the website:
https://www.longmyndcameraclub.com/
programme

May 2021
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What’s On continued
Marches Independent Photography (MIP)
Meetings currently suspended but keep
checking website for future meetings:
mip.photium.com

Mayfair/Health & Wellbeing Centre

Please see website for events and classes
open to the public. We offer our ‘Mayfair
Meals’ hot meal delivery service 365 days a
year.
Telephone: 01694 722077
Website: www.mayfaircentre.org.uk

Mayfair Dance Classes via Zoom

Popular classes led by Angela Ellis.
Eastern Mystique: A fusion of traditional belly
dance movements and other dance styles.
Tuesdays 6.30-7.30pm
Angela’s Just Dance: Dance to a variety of
music while you improve core muscles and
balance. Wednesdays 7-8pm
To book classes or for more information,
please contact Angela at angieboogieellis@
gmail.com

Mayfair Yoga Classes via Zoom

With Mary Reilly. Open to those with previous
experience of yoga.
Monday 8.30-9.30am and 7.30-8.30pm
These are mat-based sessions
Wednesdays 8-9pm: chair-based, with focus
on breath work and relaxation.
mary.reilly@mayfaircentre.org.uk

National Trust: Carding Mill Valley

CMV car park is open but has limited
spaces. Toilets are open 9.30am to 4.30pm.
Takeaway options available. Card payments
only. The shop remains closed. No events
planned at present. Do check the website for
volunteering opportunities:
www.nationaltrust.org.uk/carding-mill-valleyand-the-long-mynd

Parish Centre, St Laurence’s

Closed until further notice for any purpose
except for the Food Bank.
This affects WO listings:
• C.A.M.E.O. meetings
• Messy Church
• Mothers’ Union meetings
• Southern Cross Line Dance Class
• U3A Singing for Pleasure Group
Do check the website for updates:
www.strettonparish.org.uk

RSPB South Shropshire Local Group

There will be no RSPB events until further
notice. Please check website:
www.rspbsouthshropshire.co.uk

Scrappies

We are delighted to welcome back all our
customers and friends. Keep up to date via
Facebook with all our new resources and
details of store opening times and continuing
Covid restrictions
Email: info@scrappies.org
Website: www.scrappies.org

SHI/Friday Night at the Horne

The SHI is closed to the public until further
notice. Website for updates:
www.silvesterhorneevents.co.uk
This also affects WO regulars:
• CS Ballroom & Sequence Dance Club
• Yoga with David Hedge

Shropshire Ornithological Society

Due to Covid restrictions, the Church Stretton
branch of Shropshire Ornithological Society
has cancelled all indoor meetings until
October 2021. Please check website:
strettonsos.wordpress.com

Shropshire Wildlife Trust Strettons Branch
No indoor meetings planned at present.
However, there is a series wildlife talks
that you can enjoy at home on the group’s
YouTube channel: https://www.youtube.
com/c/ShropshireWildlifeTrust

Stretton Cancer Care Support Group

Meetings regretfully cancelled until further
notice. However committee members are very
willing to listen and offer support. Contact
numbers:
Lesley McIntyre 01694 723427
Rosemary Willietts 01694 722112

Stretton Climate Care Energy Advice

There are no planned events at present but
we can be reached by phone on 07528 493181
or by email:
info@strettonclimatecare.org.uk

Tuesday Club

Closed until further notice.
Contact: Joy: 723687

Key to Abbreviations/
Addresses:

CMV – Carding Mill Valley
CS – Church Stretton
CS Library – Church Street, SY6 6DQ Tel:
722535
CS School – Shrewsbury Rd, SY6 6EX
Tel: 722209
St. Laurence’s Church/CS Parish Centre –
Church St, SY6 6DQ
Mayfair – Mayfair Community Centre,
Easthope Rd, SY6 6BL. Tel: 722077
HWBC – Health and Well Being Centre, next
to Mayfair, SY6 6BL
Methodist Church – Watling St South, SY6
7BG
SHI – Silvester Horne Institute,
High St, SY6 6BY. Tel: c/o CS Town Council
Office 722113
URC – United Reformed Church, High St, SY6
6BY
VH – Village Hall
Contact Numbers – only numbers OUTSIDE
the CS dialling code area (01694) will include
the full number.

Stretton Focus
Website

www.strettonfocus.co.uk

Working in close liaison – Focus Magazine Distribution

O

n behalf of the Directors, I take this opportunity to highlight things that has kept the flow of the magazine to our
loyal readers during the rather difficult year of partial lockdown due to the pandemic.
As you will notice this month the delivery of the monthly magazine was done by our excellent team of
distributors. During the past year we have had to send the Focus magazine by post in order to comply with the Government
regulations. This was for two months at the beginning of the lockdown in 2020 and more recently in 2021 for three
months. A big thank you to both Richard Fillenham (Financial Director), Clare Lovelock (Subscription manager) and
Chrys Bonds (Distribution manager) working in close liaison with our printers. This was quite a task for the mailing
addresses but went well although at some cost to Focus.
The content of the magazine has been maintained thanks to the team of editors, production and proof-reading staff.
We thank our readers for their kind words and feedback together with the interesting material they have submitted during
this rather difficult past year.
Tom Beaumont, Director

Stretton Focus
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Mayfair News
First steps back with Walking for Health
here is nothing like regular walking to improve
your health and fitness. Since 2003, the wellbeing
of Church Stretton has been enhanced by Walking
for Health – an opportunity to enjoy our wonderful
countryside in the company of friends.
People have all sorts of reasons to join, some may
be recovering from illness, some may wish to improve
their health and fitness or lose weight, some may live by
themselves and not feel confident about walking alone,
many simply enjoy the companionship of walking as a
group. As the walks are regular, free and led by friendly
trained volunteer walk leaders, it’s easy to make it part of the
weekly routine.
Over the years extra walks have been added with the aim
of providing a level of walk for almost everyone. Different
levels of walks run on different days of the week. Regulars at
Mayfair and the Health and Wellbeing Centre will have seen
groups gathering with the leader and backmarker in high-vis
jackets. There is usually an opportunity to meet after the
walks to continue chatting over a coffee.

T

Trish Howard got involved in the walks when she
moved to Church Stretton in 2007. She trained as a walk
leader, enjoying meeting new people and getting to know
the area. In 2009 she took over from Meriel Blake as
volunteer coordinator for Walking for Health at Mayfair.
“It’s been great being part of Walking for Health
over the years and helping to increase the range of walks
available. Organising the walks is made easy with the help
and enthusiasm of the many walk leaders – without them
the walks simply wouldn’t happen. They turn out week after
week leading fun and interesting walks. A few have been
leading since the start in 2003.”
During the pandemic, we have had to stop the walks,
the first time this has happened. In normal times it is
almost unheard of to cancel a walk, the only breaks in
the weekly programme being when Mayfair was closed,
or the conditions are unsafe. Between lockdowns, when
restrictions have eased, we have been able to restart some
of the walks with smaller numbers and Covid precautions
in place. However the walks have continued to be popular
and several new walkers joined during 2020. We’re looking
forward to getting going again gradually after 12th April.

6

For more information about Walking for Health,
call Mayfair on 01694 722077 or email us at wfh@
mayfaircentre.org.uk.
On the buses with Ring & Ride
The shops are open, the hairdresser is waiting but how do
I get there? Ring & Ride can be booked in advance and is
ready to take people to medical appointments, shopping,
lunch and other destinations. The drivers are friendly, the
door-to-door service is unsurpassable! If you’re ready to
go out, please phone Ring & Ride on 01694 720025 and
discuss your requirements with John or Rob.

A mental health prescription for May
The birds are singing, the flowers are blooming and spring is
very much underway. But if you’re finding it hard to spring
back into action yourself, you won’t be alone. While for
many people coming out of lockdown has been an exciting
time, for others it has seemed overwhelming.
We’ve all got to decide what feels safe to us, but if you’re
feeling controlled by feelings of anxiety, there is help to
hand.
Every Mind Matters is an NHS website and app where
you can get your own Mind Plan by answering five quick
questions. Your Mind Plan can help you deal with stress
and anxiety, improve your sleep, boost your mood and help
you feel more in control: www.nhs.uk/oneyou/every-mindmatters.

May 2021
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Together All is a safe online community to support
your mental health 24/7. It is a place to connect with
others experiencing similar feelings, plus there are trained
professionals on hand. Participants are anonymous but if
sharing isn’t your thing, they also have plenty of tools and
courses to help you look after yourself: togetherall.com.
Green Oak Counselling provides safe, friendly and
affordable counselling and wellbeing services in Church
Stretton, Shrewsbury, Pontesbury and Ludlow. A not-forprofit foundation, they can be contacted on 01743 340880,
www.thegreenoakfoundation.co.uk.
Remember, it is always worth discussing any mental
health problems with your doctor. They will be able to offer
medical advice or refer you towards other services in the
area.

Pop-up plant sale
It’s time to stock up
your garden! Covid may
have put paid to the May Fayre, but we can transplant our
successful plant stall – regulations permitting.
Our local gardeners have been tending a wide selection
of annuals, perennials and vegetables, including a variety of
tomato plants. These are now ready for you. The stall will
be popping up on Saturday mornings in May (1st, 8th and
15th) – outside, by the Health and Wellbeing Centre. Do
come and buy, and support Mayfair.
Holly Beaumont
*All dates and activities correct at time of going to print, but
of course are dependent on the latest coronavirus guidelines.

Anyone for lunch?
From 17th May* Mayfair will welcome bookings for lunch
on Mondays and Wednesdays. If you’re salivating at the
thought of a Mayfair home-cooked main and pudding with
tea or coffee for £10, please book now.
On Fridays, the popular fish and chip delivery service
continues, with an option for people to come into Mayfair.
You can sit in and enjoy fish and chips for £6.50, with a
delicious apple crumble and custard for an extra £2.50. In
order to ensure we can seat everyone safely, please book your
table in advance.
There’s more! Starting on Thursday 20th May*, we will
be serving coffee in the Health and Wellbeing Centre once
again on Thursday mornings. As before, tables must be
booked in advance in order to ensure we can seat everyone
safely.

Trivia Corner No 210
by Ken Willis
Answers on page 22

Mayfair Lottery Results for
March
£100

578

£50

209

£20

322

£10

135
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1. Which London building is famous for its
‘Whispering Gallery’?
2. Which British cathedral boasts a famous bronze of
St Michael defeating the Devil?
3. Which is furthest south; Glasgow or Edinburgh?
4. Which English city had the Viking name
JORVIK?
5. Great Britain comprises how many countries?
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Visitor Management in Carding Mill Valley

n anticipation of another significant increase in visitor
numbers following the third pandemic lock-down
just before Easter, all the agencies involved have been
co-ordinating measures to manage the influx as far as possible
and reduce the inconvenience to local residents.
Shropshire Council again introduced a Temporary
Traffic Regulation Order to enable parking restrictions
to be introduced, as necessary, in the Shrewsbury Road/
Churchill Road area, with the periodic attendance of
traffic enforcement officers, plus reassurance patrols by
Police Community Service Officers, where operational
commitments allowed. The National Trust has also been able
to call on mobile police patrols for assistance, as necessary, in
Carding Mill Valley and on the Longmynd, particularly in
relation to illegal camping and barbecues. Police Constable
Stephen Grant confirmed “We are always willing to support
our great local community and offer our presence, whenever
we can, under the current unusual circumstances”.
The National Trust in Carding Mill Valley worked hard
to ensure extra staff and volunteers were on duty in the
Valley and beyond, with a dedicated Welcome Manager,
backed up by a larger visitor team, to ensure as smooth as
possible flow of cars and visitors. The Trust also negotiated
use of Church Stretton School and Leisure Centre car
parks for overflow over the Easter weekend, with additional
overflow parking in the fields of Elwyn Parkes, when ground
conditions allowed.
Nigel McDonald, Shropshire Hills AONB Sustainable
Tourism Officer, has been working closely with the Town
Council and National Trust to help manage the increased
demand.
“We welcome visitors and want them to enjoy their
stay. However, we have been working across the area
to help mitigate the impact of visitor pressure. With
partners, we have developed a six point plan that focuses
on communication, reducing peak visits, promoting
good behaviour through the new countryside code,
monitoring visitor numbers and activities, and supporting
the communities and businesses affected. We are a small
team and coordination with our partners such as Natural

England, Shropshire Council, English Heritage etc, as well
as attractions such as the Discovery Centre and Stokesay
Castle, are key to this.
We have been developing a network of ground staff all
connected through a messaging service to share information
about visitor numbers in their car parks and on their
sites. News of places that have reached capacity have
been collated, on an hourly basis, and fed through social
media to visitors. We have encouraged all visitors to follow
the hashtag #parkshropshirehills on Facebook, Twitter
and Instagram, to get up to date information from their
planned destinations. We have also promoted the ‘Have
a plan B’ message, encouraging visitors to have a plan if
where they have wanted to go has been busy. For example,
at peak times, National Trust staff have been able to post
information on expected car park closure in the Valley and
promote the alternative parking in the town or in overflow
parking. We have been working with BBC Shropshire to
include updates as part of their traffic and travel bulletins.
As well as gathering information on how, when and why
visitors come to the Shropshire Hills, we have also gathered
some useful information about their economic value. We
found, for example, that almost 40% of visitors to Carding
Mill Valley were intending or had used shops, cafés, pubs
and restaurants in the town. We also discovered that, for
many visitors, it was Church Stretton, not Carding Mill
Valley, that attracted them. They liked the ambience, mix of
shops, eating opportunities and welcome they received.
Over 90% of visitors scored 9/10 on a question that
asked how likely they would return for another visit.
This can only be good for the longer term prosperity of
businesses in the town.”
With funding from both Shropshire Council and the
Town Council, the AONB Partnership is re-introducing
its Shuttle Bus Service from May to August. This service is
well used by residents as well as visitors – for information
on this year’s shuttle bus, please see Stephanie Hayes’ article
elsewhere in this edition.
Nigel McDonald
Shropshire Hills AONB Sustainable Tourism Officer

Volunteer work to start again at
Rectory Wood and Coppice Leasowes

W

ith Spring in the air, there has never been a better
time to help care for one of the town’s wonderful
countryside sites. Small group volunteer sessions
at Rectory Wood and Field and Coppice Leasowes will
commence again from April. Tasks will include helping to
repair and maintain steps and signage, cutting and raking
wildflower patches and keeping footpaths cut back and
open for visitors.
All sessions start at 10am. Volunteers are welcome to
stay for as long as they can. Just bring all-weather clothing,
work gloves, sturdy boots and refreshments. Tools and
training provided by the leader on the day. The dates are
shown in next column:
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Rectory Wood and Field
Thursday 29th April
Thursday 27th May
Thursday 24th June
Thursday 29th July
Coppice Leasowes
Friday 14th May
Friday 16th July
For more information or to book onto a session, please
contact Becky Gwilliam at Church Stretton Town Council
(amenities@churchstretton-tc.gov.uk)
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Promoting Well Being since 1982

THE Health & Beauty Clinic
Treatments Available:
• Make up for all occasions
• Massage
• Facials
• Manicure/ Pedicure
• Lycon Specialist Waxing
• Lash & Brow tints
• St. Tropez Ultimate Spray Tan
Certiﬁed Fitness Instructor

Pam Allsop
The Old Bakehouse, Churchway, Church Stretton
Tel: 01694 723899, Email: pamallsop@churchway.plus.com
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Friends of Church
Poetry – Light & Thank you

A

big thank you to Joanna Clark for hosting our first
Zoom poetry event in March. It was a great success
and it was lovely to catch up again with so many
people from our poetry events back in the Autumn.
A big thank you to those people – including Jill Clark,
Margaret Mercer, Janet Longstaff, Grace Sandels, Thelma
Thompson, Joanna Clark, Janet Ward, Catherine Redfern
and Robin Bywater – who had written poems especially for
the occasion. We also welcomed Luke Durnell, a budding
poet from Wales, who read two of his very thoughtprovoking poems.
We will be publishing some of these poems over the
next few issues of Focus.

Shepherding by Torchlight
by Thelma Thompson
It’s a dim and misty November afternoon
And we are late to the pen
The sheep come in, eager for the food
And then we whoosh them into the fold
An age-old task
There they self-assemble into groups
With their friends and kin
We feel their backs for fat,
Look at their teeth to tell their age

From My Diary January 2021
by Janet Ward (after From My Diary July 2014, by Wilfred
Owen)

For we must not in-breed
The ram’s been here for two years now
And so older than that they must be

Darkness
I wake to news of deepening gloom
People
Contact I crave is only by Zoom
Pavements
Are empty, no prams or kids hurtling about
Quiet
Disturbs: my ears strain for a distant shout
Queues
Remain patient, accepting and friendly
Shops
Now dark, display a past of plenty
A walk
Gives me space to look up, savour fresh air
The hills
Enable a rhythm of boots, escape from the fear
A letter
Much awaited, inviting an end to the gloom
Light
On my face as I leave the nurse’s room

Then we squint in the gathering gloom
Of the dank and dripping November afternoon
At their ear-tags to see their numbers –
Which is which

Colour
by Jozef Szortowski
(NB This was written by Carol Giblin’s 8 year old grandson
who had been asked to write a poem to describe colour to
someone who is blind. We were all very impressed!)
Red is an angry graze spilling out blood like a stream.
Orange is crunchy carrots from the garden and as refreshing
as an ice-lolly.
Yellow is a sour lemon squeezed into icy water and as bright
as the sun.
Green is poison from a frog and spiky as a cactus.
Blue is a cold ocean shimmering in the sun and as calm as a
gentle breeze.
Black is raging storm clouds blocking out the sun and as
dark as coal.
White is snowflakes falling peacefully from the night sky
and is as soft as a blanket.
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Some we know – they have distinct characters –
Yes that is true – they do –
But still we need to know their
Numbers for the modern movement licence
So we squint and peer hoping to read the
Numbers right
In the failing light
The ears are awkward
We fear to tear if too rough –
And they move their heads
Just at the point when one can see – almost
And so we resort to
Torchlight
In the end
Just as I look up
And notice
The pure silver
Rising moon
Gleaming in the now clear
Black sky
And think of the artist Samuel Palmer
Who loved sheep,
The moon and the Church
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Stretton Library
Zoom Talks
in May and June 2021

It rises behind
Wenlock Edge
A shining silver orb,
[Cold, distant, and perfect]
And I, like Wordsworth
Am distracted
From the task in hand
And hear for an instant the rumbling and echoing wheels
Of his coming carriage
And maybe in an earlier age
The rumble of wheels travelling home by moonlight
From the Lunar Society
Towards the
Enlightenment
Light
by Robin Bywater

6th May: Geology of Church Stretton and Surrounding
Area
Speaker: Dr Peter Toghill, Thursday 6th May, 7.30 pm-8.30
pm online via Zoom
Local resident and geologist Dr Peter Toghill will give an
introductory talk about the geological history of our local
area. Peter has authored books on geology and in 2001 was
awarded the Geological Society of London’s R H Worth
Award for the promotion of the public understanding of
geology.
10th June: Attracting Birds to Your Garden
Speaker: Dr John Arnfield, Thursday 10th June, 7.30 pm8.30 pm online via Zoom

Light from the sun, hijacked by cloud,
leaves a gloomy and down at heel day.
Light from the sun, hijacked by cloud,
leaves people depressed, their spirits are down.
When clouds roll away, the sun shines again
and the light changes all once more.
Children cheer up, laughter is heard
and they all want to go out and play
When daylight must end and darkness descend
as a child that darkness could threaten.
Hell seemed much closer than heaven at night
paraffin lamps insufficiently bright
to lighten the darkness around and about
where monsters were waiting to grab us.
Our fantasy made a dark gloomy place
But, come morning, was gone
with the arrival of dawn
As light worked its magic again.
Arctic Winter
by Janet Longstaff
The sun has gone,
leaving months of night;
but there is starlight
from other, distant suns.
Snow reflects this
celestial light.
On magical nights,
magnetic, electric
Aurora veils the stars,
swirling and shimmering.
And I am certain
I can hear music.
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Gardens are important for birds and birds are good for
your garden (and for you).
This talk reviews how gardens of any size can be
designed to provide resources for birds and thereby attract
more species, in greater numbers. These resources include
creating natural and artificial nesting sites, providing food
for birds with diverse dietary requirements, ensuring that
water is available for drinking and bathing and supplying
sheltered locations for roosting and protection during
adverse weather conditions.
We will review nest boxes, garden plantings, ponds,
some aspects of landscaping, gardening practices and
several other ways in which you can configure your garden
to improve its attractiveness for birds (and, usually, other
wildlife as well).
The talk will be supplemented by an online source of
information covering details that cannot be covered within
the time limit of the online presentation.
John is the former British Trust for Ornithology Garden
BirdWatch Ambassador for Shropshire and now serves as
Chair of the Shropshire Ornithological Society.
To book a place on either talk please email
churchstrettonlibrary@outlook.com
Admission is free but a donation would be welcome
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Stretton Area Community Wildlife Group
Projects Update
Hedgehog Survey
ockdown or not, hedgehogs will now be on the move
and as always, will be grateful for any help that we can
give them. They need to be eating well to replace the
weight that they lost during hibernation and may already be
feeding or carrying little hoglets.
Three years ago we conducted a small hedgehog survey
in the Strettons and were able to identify the presence of
hedgehogs in a number of locations. We now wish to follow
up this survey by finding out whether there are more or
fewer hedgehogs than we found in our previous survey. I
would be very grateful if you could help with this by letting
me know if you have seen any signs of hedgehogs in your
garden, road or locality. Please e-mail any information to me
at sandranrosie@gmail.com or by telephoning me on 01694
725533.
As always, if you see a hedgehog in your garden during
daylight hours it is a clear sign that the hedgehog is in dire
need of help as they only venture out at this time if they
are ill or starving. If you should see a hedgehog during the
day please could you catch it by throwing an old towel over
it, put it in a box in a quiet place and call Cuan Wildlife
Rescue on 01952 728070.
Finally, a reminder: please do not feed hedgehogs on
bread and milk as this will make them ill. They will always
appreciate a bowl of clean water, especially during dry
weather and if you really want hedgehogs to visit regularly
try offering some meaty cat/dog food or some meat-based
dry cat food. Thank you.
Sandra Whitlock
Update on Cudwell Meadow
The purchase of the meadow during early January this year
coincided with the beginning of lockdown No 3. Just as
we were able to access the land and begin work, so we were
unable to ask for help from the many people who have
signed up to help! Definitely not good timing.
In the meantime members of the planning committee
have done the essential work; not nearly as much fun as
gathering a working group together – but that time will
come. First priorities were to clear up following the fencing
of the woodland edge in the autumn – filling in ruts and
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building habitat piles from all the
brash.
Pete Whitlock built boxes for
Tawny Owl and Kestrel which were placed (with some
difficulty) in the woodland overlooking the meadow. Left
over wood yielded several tit boxes too. We hope all will find
favour!

Around 40 trees were planted at the beginning of March
to form a new copse area and extend an existing small
area of woodland. More may be added next year but these
were a manageable start to encourage biodiversity with a
mix including hawthorn, blackthorn, spindle, holly, hazel,
rowan, dog rose, guelder and bird cherry.
The toads are breeding again and among the birds seen
have been grey wagtail and kestrel. As in previous years, the
mallards have enjoyed the seasonal flooding, and several are
breeding locally. More flora and invertebrate surveys are
planned for the summer months when groups are allowed to
enjoy time together.
Isabel Carter
Bird Surveys
Our bird surveys are underway now. If anyone sees or hears
Lapwing, Curlew, Kestrel, Cuckoo or Dipper, please provide
Leo Smith with the details, including location and date.
Thank you. Leo Smith (email leo@leosmith.org.uk).
Penny Bienz
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Longmynd
Private Hire
Local Pick-ups
Long and Short journeys
Airport Transfers
Contract Work
Any Job Considered
PRE-BOOKING ESSENTIAL

Call: 01694 722472
Email: longmynd_limo@
btinternet.com
Established 20 years
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Norman Jones Domestic Appliances
REPAIRS & SALES
WASHERS - DRYERS - DISHWASHERS

COOKERS - OVENS - HOBS
Built In/Freestanding
Pete 07971 252069
07816 875233

Ansaphone 01588 638677
14
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A Quaker Voice
Crystal Ball Gazing
ow is your crystal ball? Mine is distinctly misted
up. I’m usually quite good at planning ahead, and
I generally get things like holidays worked out well
in advance. I often need to fit in with other people’s plans;
I think of it as being like a spider’s web of connections that
need to be in place as we all interact with each other.
But it has not been like that recently. I had various
alternative plans for Christmas, for example, but what I
actually did was finally arranged late on Christmas Eve. I
suspect the same sort of thing happened to many people.
What I did on Easter Day was also sorted out only on the
day before. But Easter felt different because there were no
earlier plans that got cancelled, just a spur of the moment,
new plan. I didn’t have the pleasure of anticipation, but
I also didn’t have the sadness of expectations that got
cancelled. Possibly I have got a little better at living in the
moment, learnt to follow where I am being led.
Living in the moment might work in terms of meeting
up with my sister, but with some things forward planning
is unavoidable. Should I move house? Should I change my
job? Should I retire? Even if the decision is taken on the
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spur of the moment, putting it into effect
takes time; it takes planning, and this gives
opportunities to change one’s mind.
If you read this column regularly you will know that
Quakers are exhorted to ‘live adventurously’. You might
not be so familiar with the following words of that ‘Advice
and Query’, “When choices arise, do you take the way that
offers fullest opportunity to use your gifts in the service of
God and the community?” Sometimes this opportunity
might be something that requires a spontaneous response;
but often it’s something that requires thought and planning,
the very things that are so difficult at the moment.
That is not to say that we shouldn’t try. Perhaps faith
comes into this; not only when we make those plans, but
also when we have to change them, or accept their failure.
We don’t usually celebrate those occasions when we have
to say, ‘but it felt like the right thing at the time,’ nor the
occasions when we have tried and failed. I suspect that what
we are called to do is to continue trying and to celebrate the
fact that we have tried, rather than celebrate only when we
have succeeded.
Lesley Richards

All Stretton Village Society – Photography Competition

n an attempt to fill in some of the spare time that
residents found they had during lockdown the village
society ran a photography competition during the
month of March. As ever the village supported us and the
result was nearly eighty entries and evidence of hidden
photographic talent.
The pictures were kindly judged by Mr Ron Parnell who
commented on the high standard of entries. The winners
were:
In the under 16 section Alys Harrison with Church
Stretton Weather, Animal Section Helen Stowell with Ebony
in the Snow and finally in the All Stretton section Dick
Ward with Lawley from The Row.
Hopefully as restrictions lift we will be able to hold
some events where we can actually meet up and welcome
those new residents who have moved to the village during
lockdown. All entries can be viewed on our website:
www.allstrettonvillagesociety.org.

T

The Lost Buildings of Little Stretton – Correction

he March 2021 edition of Focus included a request
for information regarding the date of the demolition
of Elms Cottages, Little Stretton. Using information
from Terry Davies and Neil Phillips it is possible to identify
the dates when the residents vacated the building and when
it was demolished.
Terry Davies told me that he visited his grandparents
who lived in part of the building around 1959. In the same
year Neil Phillips’s family moved into The Elms which was
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adjacent to Elms Cottages. Neil has confirmed that in 1959
Elms Cottages were unoccupied and virtually derelict and
that two or three years later the building was demolished,
and the site cleared.
These data confirm that the residents left in 1959 and
the demolition date was around 1962, a full ten years after
the date in my article The Lost Buildings of Little Stretton
(Focus December 2020).
David Haigh
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Recipe of the month
Fruity Bakewell cake

W

ith the aim of feeling just a little less guilty
about eating this classic indulgence I’ve taken a
Bakewell tart recipe this month and removed the
pastry crust, upped the ground almond content, reduced the
sugar and added fruit and coconut. By omitting the pastry
this is of course much less fuss to prepare and gluten free
too. The result was rather pleasing and didn’t miss the pastry
at all in my opinion.
Our fruit bushes will be bursting with their jewels any
time soon but alas, at the time of writing it’s snowing, and
my plants are just on their starting blocks. My version
therefore uses frozen fruits which I defrosted and drained
before using, reserving the gorgeous liquid to pour over my
slice of cake just before serving.
You can vary the batter to suit, using 100g of polenta in
place of 1/3 of the ground almonds to vary the texture and
reduce the cost a little. Or the addition of 100g of any flour
(to suit your dietary needs) could be substituted for 100g of
the almonds. You could also revert to type and use jam in
place of the fruit or use fresh seasonal fruit instead of frozen.
Of course, any benefits from my alterations are totally
negated by the dollop of clotted cream without which this
would be but a very poor shadow.
Serves 8-10 modest portions
Ingredients
200g unsalted butter – softened
180g caster sugar
3 large eggs
1 tsp almond extract or to taste – I used a generous 1.5
300g ground almonds
1.5 tsp baking powder
200g fruit – fresh or frozen (thawed and drained), or a
couple of tbsp jam
Sprinkling desiccated coconut (optional)
30g flaked almonds
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Method
Preheat oven to 180 deg C/160 fan/gas 4
Grease and line a 20cm springform tin.
Cream butter and sugar together with an electric mixer until
light and fluffy then add the eggs one at a time mixing well
in between each one.
Add almond extract and mix well.
Add ground almonds and baking powder and gently fold in
until just smooth.
If using fresh fruit you can fold this gently into the batter.
Or – pour half the mixture into prepared tin and top
with the drained frozen fruit. Folding this in as above will
discolour the batter.
Or – jam can be dotted around the surface at this point.
Scatter the coconut to taste if using.
Pour the remaining mixture over the top and smooth
surface.
Scatter flaked almonds on top.
Bake for 45 mins or until golden brown and a skewer comes
out clean *. Cool in the tin.
Serve warm or cold with clotted cream, ice cream or custard
and who could even miss the pastry case?
Store in refrigerator should you have any leftovers or can be
wrapped and frozen for up to three months.
* I must confess that I like my cakes on the gooey side and
at 45 mins mine had a very distinct ‘wobble’ so I dispensed
with the skewer completely! Undeterred I took it out
anyway where upon it promptly sank (see picture). It was
however undeniably moist and flavoursome, and I regret
my actions not at all. If using the polenta or flour options
I suspect all would have been well or cooking for a little
longer would undoubtedly have prevented the issue (what
am I talking about – there was no issue and it barely made it
to the fridge, so accommodating is Mr Heidi).
Heidi

Quiz
Birds to Catch (You Out?)
By Graham Wenman
Answers on Page 22
1. D.J. Annie
2. Low beam warning? (3 words)
3. Are you being served Captain?
4. Ripped ends about
5. Does he write jokes on loo walls?
6. The world’s fastest steamer?
7. Red barrel we ordered (2 words)
8. Wash raw pork for me!
9. Fly low
10. A frill or trump
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Marion H. Murdoch, M.C.S.P.

CAROLINE CRUMP

Registered with the H.P.C.

S.R.Ch., D.Pod.M., M.Ch.S.
Dis. Medicine & Medical Science

PHYSIOTHERAPIST

STATE REGISTERED
CHIROPODIST

REFLEX THERAPIST

Private Consultations
and Home Visits

"Gleneldon", 94 Watling Street South,
Church Stretton, Shropshire SY6 7BH
Tel: (01694) 724152

ESSEX LODGE
FARM LANE
ALL STRETTON
Telephone: 723283

HILLSIDE PHARMACY
R.E. & C.O. ALMAN MPS
18 Sandford Avenue
Church Stretton
01694 722799

For all your medicines, toiletries and
photographic requirements
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Royal British Legion – A Centenary

O

n 15th May 2021, the Royal British Legion (RBL)
celebrates 100 years since its founding. The RBL
does not celebrate or glorify war. Its remit is to
perpetuate the memory of those service men or women killed
in conflict whilst serving our country since World War I. It
also provides assistance to HM Forces killed or injured in the
line of duty and assistance to their families. It is a charity and
depends on fund raising, notably through the sale of poppies
during the annual ‘Poppy Appeal’ each November.
At the end of the 1st World War, the economy of
our land suffered greatly, leaving two million people
unemployed. Six million personnel had served in that war
and of those who came back, 1.75 million suffered some sort
of disability and half of those were permanently disabled.
On 15th May 1921, the British Legion was formed
from four organisations that had undertaken to support
those who had suffered as a result of service in that war. At
the same time, a Women’s Section was established. It was
given Royal Patronage from its founding.
In September that same year, Anna Guerin arrived from
Canada to sell poppies and after meeting with Earl Haig,
the Legion’s Founder, persuaded the Legion to adopt the
Poppy as a symbol of Remembrance.
The red poppy is a symbol both of Remembrance and
hope for a peaceful future. In WW1, most of the fighting
was done in the previously beautiful landscapes of Flanders.
Because of the bombing and artillery barrages, the fields
turned to mud and bog where nothing would grow save
for one flower ... the red Flanders poppy which grew in
thousands upon thousands in the fields. In the spring of
1915, a Canadian doctor, Lt Col John McCrae, on losing
a close friend, was so moved by the sight of these flowers
that it inspired him to write his famous poem In Flanders
Fields. An American academic, Moina Michael, campaigned
to have the poppy adopted as the official symbol of
Remembrance across the United States, Canada, Australia
and the UK. That same year, the first Poppy Appeal raised
£106,000 (equivalent to £5.21 million in 2021).
2,500 branches of the Legion are established across the
UK. A third of Shropshire’s branches were formed in the
early years after the Legion foundation. Church Stretton
branch was formed about 1922.
The following year, the Legion’s first Poppy factory
was opened in the Old Kent Road, London, employing 40
disabled ex-servicemen making 1,000 poppies per week. By
1923, the factory was solely responsible for producing the
Legion’s Poppies with 30 million being required annually.
The first Festival of Remembrance was held at the Royal
Albert Hall in 1927 with the first Field of Remembrance
appearing on the lawns outside Westminster Abbey the
following year.
In the 1930s, the Poppy Appeal goes from strength
to strength. The British Legion buys Haig House in Ypres
in Belgium to provide a base for pilgrims visiting the
battlefields.
During WW2, two founding members of the Legion,
Fred Lister and Colonel George Crosfield, advise the
Government on post-war planning. After the war ended
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in Europe, the Legion voted to include within its remit, all
those affected by the conflict.
During the 1940s the Legion advocates on key issues
for veterans and successfully lobbies the Government on the
passing of The Disabled Persons (Employment) Act of 1944
and the War Pensions Act of 1949, both of which continue
to benefit thousands today.
After the cessation of hostilities on all fronts, Her
Royal Highness, Princess Elizabeth, attends the Festival of
Remembrance at the Albert Hall for the first time. Since
then, Her Majesty The Queen (RBL Patron) has only
missed the Festival of Remembrance twice.
In the 1950s, Legion Branches peak at 5,500. In 1951,
the Women’s Section helps produce 1,500 woollen garments
for troops fighting in harsh winter conditions in Korea.
In 1953, the Legion hosts galas and balls across the world
in commemoration of the Coronation of Her Majesty the
Queen. Later in the year, the Festival of Remembrance was
televised for the first time.
1953 sees Women’s branches expand to 3,300 with 16,000
new members.
1961: Frederick Lister, the Legion’s first Chairman, is
knighted on the 40th anniversary of the founding of the
British Legion. Sadly, he died in 1966.
Women are admitted to the National Executive.
In 1971, the Legion celebrates its 50th anniversary and
becomes The Royal British Legion.
1973: At Annual Conference, the RBL resolves that the
wording for the Cenotaph Service should change to include
“all who had died in the service of their country”. The
change is finally accepted in 1979. Two years later, the RBL
parades at Windsor Castle as part of the Queen’s Silver
Jubilee celebration.
1995: The RBL successfully campaigns to reintroduce the
‘Two Minute Silence’ at 11am on 11th November. John
Major is the first Prime Minister to officially mark the Two
Minute Silence since WW2.
2001: The National Arboretum is opened to the public.
2011: ‘Poppy Scotland’ merges with the RBL to form
the largest Charity group supporting the Armed Forces
Community (past and present) in the UK.
The ‘Armed Forces Covenant’ is placed in legislation after
the ‘Honour the Covenant’ campaign, this being a promise
by the nation ensuring that those who serve, or have served,
in the armed forces, and their families, are treated fairly.
2020: The RBL successfully campaigns for a question about
the armed services to be included in the National Census.
The ‘Exhortation’ is said on Remembrance Day right
after The Last Post is played and leads into the Two Minute
Silence. It is an extract from a poem by Robert Laurence
Binyon written in September 1914 just after the start of
WW1. It was first published in The Times newspaper, 21st
September 1914.
“They shall grow not old, as we that are left grow old
Age shall not weary them, nor the years condemn
At the going down of the sun, and in the morning
We will remember them.”
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of Service 1921-2021

A Policeman’s Lot

‘The Kohima Epitaph’ is carved on the Memorial of the
2nd British Division in the cemetery of Kohima in North
East India. It is part of the dedication of a Remembrance
Service. It was inspired by the epitaph written by Simonides
to honour the Greeks who fell at the Battle of Thermopylae
in 480 BC.
“When You Go Home, Tell Them Of Us and Say
For Your Tomorrow, We Gave Our Today”
Les Mackey
Branch Secretary

T

homas Caswell was born at Acton Scott in 1833 and
spent his boyhood at Atcham. From the age of 19
to 24 he was a bandsman in the Shropshire Light
Infantry. This was renamed the King’s Shropshire Light
Infantry as a result of the 1881 Childers Reforms of Army
regiments. The regiment was posted to Ireland in 1857,
probably because the government of the day anticipated
trouble in the general election of that year, when the
Irish Independence Party fielded candidates under their
own banner for the first time. Contemporaneous reports
suggested that Caswell was a “bit of a martinet” whilst in
the Army, and that he was subjected to an equally tyrannical
drum-major. He left the army before the Irish deployment,
perhaps deeming it prudent because of the unit’s imminent
departure and because he was planning to marry a local girl.
Once de-mobbed he spent several months as a member
of the South Shropshire Yeomanry – the Army Reserves/
Home Guard of the time – also as a bandsman, from where
he joined the Shropshire constabulary on a weekly wage
of 16 shillings (old shilling sign /-), about £400 at today’s
values. The work was hard and sometimes violent, and
hours were long. Nevertheless, 16/- was a very good wage at
that time.

Church Stretton –
Centenary Gathering

T

o mark the Centenary of the Royal British Legion,
Church Stretton Branch members are invited
to gather outside St Laurence Church at 10am
on Saturday 22nd May. We shall make our way to the
Memorial Cross, led by the Standard of the Church Stretton
Branch and original Church Stretton Ladies Branch
Standard for a short service followed by an opportunity to
renew friendships and reflect on members past and present.
We will then make our way back into town, for those
who wish to, where the Kings Arms have kindly agreed to
host us in their outdoor seating area. Food and drinks will
be available for purchase. It is hoped that this will mark
not only our Centenary, but also a return to our social and
benevolent activities.
Members are requested to wear beret and medals for
those who have them. Family medals may also be worn. The
plan assumes that Covid restrictions on outdoor gatherings
are increased to 30 by this time and we will obviously follow
any additional direction on facemasks etc. throughout.
Please contact the Church Stretton Branch Chairman,
Peter Stowell (mobile: 07971 901850) or Secretary
Les Mackey (phone 01694 724992) with any questions you
may have.
Peter Stowell
Branch Chairman

His uniform consisted of a shaped, high hat with
glazed top, which acted as rain proofing, with side supports
that protected the ears. These can just be glimpsed in this
picture. Caswell sported luxuriant side-whiskers, which
were common at the time. There was also a short, tailed
coat called a “magpie”, white gloves and boots. These were
waterproof rubber boots with laced, high tops made of
leather, which provided flexibility around the ankles. The
design was adapted and marketed by an American,
LL Bean, at the beginning of the 20th century as “duck” or
“bean” boots.
Caswell was the first policeman to be posted
permanently to Cleobury. His military service was put to
continued overleaf...
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A Policeman’s Lot – continued
good use among the local ne’er-do-wells where he won a
reputation that he was not to be trifled with.
After only three months as a probationer, Caswell solved
a burglary case and impressed the then Superintendent of
the Division, Mr Baxter, who promoted him to Constable
Second Class. The Division included Packfield, Broseley
and Much Wenlock, a much larger geographic area than
those of towns and cities, which made keeping the peace
and detecting crime difficult in those days of “shank’s pony”
and “bone-shaker” bicycles. The population was made up
significantly of coal miners, bargemen and other industrial
labourers alongside rural residents scattered throughout
farms, hamlets and villages. Perhaps Caswell’s piercing stare
– see photograph – helped the impression he gave of a nononsense law enforcer.
When Superintendent Baxter was transferred to Church
Stretton he asked that Caswell should be transferred as well.
Caswell was stationed at Bromfield in August 1860, where
he was promoted again, this time to Sergeant Second Class.
As the child of rural Shropshire, it’s unlikely that Caswell
had a comprehensive education. Central government made
its first education grant in the year Caswell was born, but
children’s education, especially for those of the rural and
so-called labouring classes, was patchy at best before and for
some considerable time afterwards. Those who could afford
to, hired nannies and tutors for their children, but those
of limited means had to rely on philanthropists and local
churches, a system that had been prevalent for hundreds
of years. Thomas would have known Acton Scott farm but
would not have known the school, which wasn’t built until
1866. It’s likely, therefore, that he had only a very basic
education consisting of literacy, numeracy, religious studies
and some simple geography and history. Promotion to
Sergeant, Second Class, however, suggests that he was selftaught beyond his childhood schooling by then.
It was about this time that Caswell had a significant
success. He arrested two men who were part of a “smasher”
gang – currency counterfeiters – one of whom was
carrying a large number of counterfeit florins (2/- pieces)
and another who was passing them off as genuine in
transactions. At this time, an unskilled farm labourer in
the north west of England would have earned between 3/and 4/- a week, and a florin would be worth about £12 in
today’s purchasing power, so this was a significant crime and
a major arrest.
Incidentally, the florin derived its name from an Italian
coin, the first of which was struck in gold in 1253 in Florence.
The 2/- piece was the last coin circulating immediately prior
to the UKs decimalisation in 1971. The 2/- and the 10p were
the only two items of the new coinage that had the same value,
weight and size in both the old and new currencies and they
circulated alongside each other until 1993.
Another transfer and promotion saw Caswell rise to
Sergeant First Class based at Craven Arms and, in 1865, to
Chief Clerk and Inspector, on which he was transferred to
Shrewsbury. After serving in yet another promotion for a
time, to Superintendent of the Division, he was transferred
to the Church Stretton Division as successor to his retired
mentor, Superintendent Baxter.
In 1887 Caswell sent a contingent of 40 Sergeants
and Constables to Montgomeryshire, to quell the Meiford
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Tithe Riots, and 50 to Ruabon and Wrexham to police
Queen Victoria’s visit to North Wales in 1889. These
deployments illustrate the reach of Caswell’s jurisdiction
and the manpower strength of his Division. The Tithe
Commutation Acts of 1836, 1837, 1839 and 1860 set
out laws surrounding a change from payments-in-kind to
the payment of fixed rents by rural tenants to landlords in
cash. These rents were calculated to 10% of the estimated
value of the farm’s produce. Farming tenants were adept
at mitigating their original tithes by hiding animals and
crop yields, depriving landlords of what they considered
to be their full dues. However, poorer tenants often had
insufficient cash with which to pay rents under the new
laws, and rural poverty increased alongside the number of
evictions.
The Tithe Acts were part of a suite of changes that
included the 1834 Poor Law. This law was intended to
reduce the cost of looking after poor people, take beggars
off the streets and encourage poor people to work harder to
support themselves. The Law ensured that poor people who
couldn’t support themselves were housed in workhouses
where they were clothed and fed, and children who entered
the workhouse would receive some basic schooling. In return
for this care, all workhouse “paupers” would have to work
for several hours each day. These upheavals caused significant
social unrest, hence riots that broke out across the UK.
Caswell remained in Church Stretton for 16 years until
his retirement in October 1891 after almost 33 years of
service. He refused further promotions that would have
transferred him away from the town.
During his career Caswell had an enviable record of
service. He rose from the bottom of the hierarchy through
police ranks by his own efforts and application to duty,
and would have risen higher had it not been for his love of
Church Stretton. For 15 years he neither requested or took a
day’s leave and in 33 years he failed to attend a Government
inspection of his Division only once (although his history
doesn’t record why) and his record is clear of any complaint
or irregularity made against him by a member of the public
or any fellow officer.
In retirement Caswell trained a village drum and fife
band, tended his garden, spent time on carpentry and
bookbinding, and was the district correspondent for the
Shrewsbury Chronicle. He published a retrospective in
1903. His great-great-grandson, Peter Broxton, says “From
it, I learned that in nineteenth-century Shropshire much
of a police constable’s time might be spent fighting with
drunken Irish navvies and other ‘queer customers’, like
Joe Thunder, a coal-wharf worker with a wooden leg, who
‘brought down several constables like lightening’ during
a fracas in Mrs Dolphin’s beer-shop. I also found that
my forbear wasn’t reminiscing about his time as a police
sergeant, but rather about his boyhood in the ‘picturesque’
village of Atcham, which ‘at that time never echoed the
shriek of a railway whistle’.”
Caswell died in 1911.
Material used by kind permission of British Police History
website. Picture provided by Peter Broxton (great-great
grandson) via Excavations at Tavernium.
Christine Williams
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Thank You
Message of Thanks from the retiring Town Clerk
wish to put on record how happy I was to serve the
community of the Strettons and thank everyone for
their support while I was in my role, and for the get
well messages received since my illness in October 2019. I
wish the new Clerk well in their role and very much hope
that as things return to normal, Kate and I will be able to
visit Church Stretton, meet old colleagues/friends and take
in the wonderful views and fresh air of the surrounding
countryside. I hope that my part in kickstarting the
Community-Led Plan, as well as other projects, will lead to
a strong and prosperous future for the town and residents.
Danny Chetwood

I

Award for Refurbishment of a Bechstein Grand Piano
he Stretton Arts Forum and the United
Reformed Church would like to register
their thanks to the Stretton Focus Awards
Scheme for the generous grant made towards the
refurbishment of a fine piano that will become
a focus for music making in the Strettons. The
piano has been made available to the Church
thanks to the generosity of Anthea and Timothy
Toft. The Stretton community will, I’m sure,
be grateful as the piano is intended to form the
centrepiece for concerts in the town that will be
encouraged and promoted by the Stretton Arts
Forum.
Whilst the piano will be used in the Church
during regular services instead of the organ,
its main role will be in developing a range of
concert programmes to be held in the Church
for the benefit of the Community. It will of
course be available to existing users like the
Stretton Choral Society for rehearsals, and for
concerts by the More Singers. We all have to
look forward to the time when restrictions are
lifted and we can enjoy live music again in the
town.
The piano is a Bechstein Boudoir Grand and is 98 years
old. Although it is in good condition it will need some topquality and thorough TLC to bring out its full potential.
This will include a special frame, to give it further stability,
and some fine tuning. A suitable cover will also be supplied
to protect the instrument whilst not in use. By the time you

Denis H Ashworth MBE
ay I say a huge thank you to the very many
wonderful people who have sent me cards and
letters following the death of my dear husband
Denis Ashworth?
The dozens of messages of support, love and prayers
have been overwhelming and such a great comfort to me, as
well as offers of help, that I feel so blessed to have not only
been a part of Denis’ illustrious life, but to have so many,
many friends, particularly here in the Strettons.
I wish that I could reply to all of them, but through
Focus I want everyone to know that I appreciate each
and every message. They have all helped me through this
difficult time and set me up for the future.
God bless you all.
Ann Ashworth

M

T

Trivia Answers
1. St. Paul’s
2. Coventry
3. Glasgow
4. York
5. Three (Wales, Scotland, England)
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read this, the refurbishment will have been completed and
the piano installed in the Church.
The application for this award is part of an ongoing
fund-raising effort to cover the balance of the cost of the
refurbishment and to provide a firm base for any future
maintenance and tuning that may be required.
Ray Philpotts

Quiz Answers
1. Nightingale (Famous radio DJ)
2. ‘Duck or Grouse’ (sign in old pubs, etc)
3. Peacock (Captain Peacock)
4. Dipper (R and D exchanged)
5. Peewit (naughty!)
6. Mallard (A4 steam engine)
7. Reed warbler (Anag.)
8. Sparrowhawk
9. Owl (Anag.)
10.Ruff (Definitions)
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Integral
Gardens
Borders maintenance
Garden maintenance
Garden restoration
Lawn maintenance
Garden design and soft
landscaping
Flowering plants pruning
Wooden structures
Carlo
01743 344417
07963 991533

KEITH
WARRINGTON
LANDSCAPE
SERVICES
All aspects of garden
maintenance undertaken
Grass cutting, pruning,
hedgecutting, trees, patios,
Pest control, wasps,
moles, etc.

FREE ESTIMATES
Tel: 01694 658060
or 01584 861884
Mob: 07742 945768
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WILLOWBATCH
CARDING MILL VALLEY
A ground ﬂoor, centrally
heated one bedroom self
catering apartment, set in
the beautiful surroundings
of Carding Mill Valley
100 yards past the
National Trust Pavilion.
Please contact Don Rogers
for rates and availability
on 01694 722358 or
donrogers@gmail.com
www.willowbatch.co.uk

Ben Carter
Landscaping, Grounds,
Property Maintenance
Hedge cutting & reductions
lawn care, mowing, spraying
garden clearance
fencing installation/repairs
shed building/repairs
Mini Digger work
Please call 07891 376638
or 01743 718802
for further information
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At the Green Dragon
Beatrice Harraden: a remarkable radical

B

y the time you read this, if all goes well, we will once
again be able to visit our favourite local pubs. In
Little Stretton we are fortunate to have two excellent
establishments, and one is the setting of a Victorian story.
In 1894 At the Green Dragon by Beatrice Harraden was
published as part of a volume of three short stories. Beatrice
used to spend holidays staying at the
inn, enjoying the local countryside. Her
story is an intriguing mixture of fact
and fiction, sometimes using real names
of characters and locations. At the time
it was written there were two pubs
opposite each other at the South end
of the village: the Crown which later
became Keenans’ Store and the Green
Dragon which happily, is still in situ.
The story opens on a pouring wet
evening with the arrival of a middleaged historian named Hieronymus
Howard in search of a bed for the night.
He tries first at the Crown where the
landlady Mrs Howells abruptly refuses
to accommodate him and sends him
across the road to the Green Dragon.
The census returns of this era list
the Crown’s innkeeper as William Howels, an extremely
close match. Perhaps Beatrice had experienced a similarly
inhospitable reception at the Crown, and I wonder how
the book was received there: in one passage the Dragon is
described as “patronised by the aristocrats of the village, and
considered infinitely superior to its rival, the Crown Inn,
opposite.”
Having crossed the road to the Green Dragon, the
historian is accommodated and quickly becomes absorbed
into the life of both the pub and the district. In the story,
the more helpful and hospitable landlady at the Dragon is
Mrs Benbow. The 1891 Little Stretton census records an
Edward Benbow, farmer and maltster, living at the Malt
House Farm, but the Green Dragon was actually run by
Edward Hammond. So Beatrice is scrambling names and
locations here: in her story she moves the Malt House
two miles out of the village, and has it occupied by the
Hammonds!
Within hours of his arrival Hieronymus becomes
involved in a brawl at the pub between three tramps and
the village carpenter and blacksmith, during which he
sustains injuries including a sprained hand. Unable to
write, he enlists the help of Joan Hammond, the bookloving daughter at Malt House farm. Joan is extremely
discontented with the confines of rural life, and instead
longs “to learn to know something about life, and to get to
have other interests: something great and big, something
worth wearing one’s strength away for.” When riding her
horse “I felt that I could go on riding for ever.”
The historian enjoys staying at the Green Dragon
so much that he settles into village life and he and Joan
become friends, which, although purely platonic on
Hieronymus’s part, upsets Joan’s long-time admirer David
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Ellis the excise man. Despite the historian trying to
convince Joan of all the positive aspects of rural life she
becomes more and more discontented and spurns David’s
attentions. He starts secretly buying books for her, in the
hope that eventually she will relent, return his affection, and
receive these books as a surprise gift.
Bearing in mind that this story was
written during the Victorian era, the
reader could be excused for anticipating
that eventually David’s steady devotion
and the historian’s attempts to make
Joan appreciate her environment
would win her over to the prospect of
married life in Little Stretton. However,
simplistic pre-conceptions about
Victorian women are confounded when
Joan, still chafing at the limitations of
country life, answers a job advertisement
and leaves the village to work away
from home. The story ends with David
waiting faithfully in Shropshire hoping
that one day she will return.
Having anticipated a more
traditionally Victorian sentimental
ending, I looked for information about
the author. Beatrice Harraden, like Joan, loved books, new
ideas and ‘going out into the world’. Born in 1864, she
received a BA degree following studies at Queen’s College
and Bedford College in London. Travelling extensively in
Europe and the USA she became famous in 1893 with her
first novel Ships that Pass in the Night, and At the Green
Dragon was published the following year. She was heavily
involved in women’s rights movements including the
Women’s Suffrage League and Women’s Tax Resistance
League. She used her writing skills to further women’s
causes with works such as Lady Geraldine’s Speech (1909),
first performed at the Women’s Social and Political Union
(WSPU), in which an anti-suffragist is preparing a speech,
but in the process discovers the compelling case for votes for
women.
Meanwhile, the winds of change were also blowing
through the Strettons, and the Church Stretton Advertiser
in 1914 reported that, “A meeting of The Church Stretton
Suffrage Society held in the Town Hall on Wednesday
afternoon last week was well attended. The resolution
calling upon the Government to introduce a measure of
women’s suffrage was carried with only three dissentions. 36
names were handed in as friends of women’s suffrage.”
However, with the outbreak of war, women’s energies
were used on the home front, and the struggle to gain
votes for women was suspended. In the Strettons women
worked to provide clothing and dressings for the troops,
gathering sphagnum moss for its antiseptic properties.
In London Beatrice, already a radical colleague of Louisa
Garrett Anderson, was involved with the Endell Street
Military Hospital, run by militant suffragists, and founded
specifically to treat male patients. Endell Street was the
only British army hospital to be staffed and run entirely
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by women for the duration of the war, admitting between
400 and 800 cases a month, and treating more than 24,000

heal septic wounds and prevent amputations. The hospital’s
medical advances resulted in seven research papers by Endell
Street doctors being published in The Lancet, among
the first ever by women.1 The women adopted a
more caring ethos than in a traditional military
hospital: among their many innovations to heighten
morale librarians and entertainment officers visited
the patients.
Following the changed role of women during the
first World War, in 1918 a limited degree of women’s
suffrage was introduced in the Representation of the
People Act. However, it was not until 1928 that the
vote was extended to all women over 21 years old. As
Beatrice lived until 1938, she was able to exercise the
right for which she had worked so hard over many
years.
Madeline Haigh

patients. Chief surgeon Anderson and her team pioneered
successful treatments including an antiseptic ointment to

1. Wendy Moore, Endell Street: The Trailblazing Women Who Ran World
War One’s Most Remarkable Military Hospital, Published 2020

Historic Church Stretton - The Lion Inn

T

he Lion Inn opposite the Market Square was
originally a pair of cottages built by Edward
Berry before 1660 on an area of land which
became known as Berry’s Messuage (meaning a
dwelling house with outbuildings and land). It
included the land on which the property now called
Berry’s was later built.
A licence had been held since before 1700.
The inn was originally called The King’s Arms Inn,
then The Red Lion and finally the Lion Inn. It had
stabling at the rear for 12 horses. The inn was run
by the Mills family from about 1721 until 1864.
Jonathan Mills also owned a yard and stabling to the
rear of Salt’s plot. The property is still recognisable
today with the roofline remaining the same.
Right: The Lion Inn is the pair of white buildings on
the right adjacent to The Central Boarding House and
Family Hotel, now Berry’s. The large inn sign hangs well
out over the pavement between the two entrance doors.
From a 1922 postcard

There was an area of land behind The Lion Inn
extending east down to the present Easthope Road which
became known as the Lion Meadow, later called Deakin’s
Field and more recently Sheep Sales Field. There was once a
large cherry orchard on it. After this was uprooted the area
together with adjacent land was used for sheep sales in the
20th century after increasing traffic levels drove the animal
sales off the streets. These sales ended about 1982 and King’s
Court was built on the site in 1984.
The link road between the High Street and Easthope
Road has been named Lion Meadow and is all there is to
remind us of this piece of local history.
Barrie Raynor and Tony Crowe
Left: Sheep sales on Lion Meadow
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URC Voice
Religionless Christianity
ietrich Bonhoeffer was a minister of the Lutheran
Church in Germany when Adolf Hitler became the
Führer (head of government) in 1934. Hitler soon
revealed himself as a dictator, and Bonhoeffer became an
outspoken critic of the regime.
This eventually led to Bonhoeffer being arrested and
imprisoned, where he spent 18 months while his affairs were
investigated. The war in Europe was raging at the time, and
it was discovered that Bonhoeffer had been urging church
folk to pray for the defeat of Germany, as the only way to
preserve a Christian civilisation. This was treason, and for
Bonhoeffer it cost him his life. He was brought to trial,
found guilty and hanged in April 1945, shortly before the
end of the war.
But during those 18 months ‘in lockdown’, Bonhoeffer
had the freedom to share his thoughts, in writing to a
particular friend. These Letters and Papers from Prison are
now available in book form, where he is asking questions
that can both challenge and inspire our own thinking:

D

“How do we speak of God without religion?”
and “What would be the place of worship and
prayer in a religionless Christianity?” He said
to his friend “You would be surprised, and
perhaps even worried, by my theological thoughts and the
conclusions they lead to.”
Bonhoeffer had the eye of a prophet and the mind of a
poet. He could ‘see into the life of things’: and he saw that
1500 years of received religion was just a ‘preliminary stage’,
from which we need to ‘come of age’ and move on. He
said that religion is only the ‘garb’ of Christianity, which is
dressed in creeds and doctrines designed by the Church long
ago. He wrote: “I am gradually working my way to a nonreligious interpretation of biblical concepts”. Unfortunately,
his life was cut short before he could crystallise his thoughts;
but there are those who see the truth of what he said, and
are having similar thoughts today.
Donald Horsfield

Rotary Club News
Church Stretton Skatepark
his facility is currently under construction and we
are happy to support this project as it will provide
an activity for young enthusiastic skateboarders. We
are currently in the process of fabricating a bench using steel
tubing and it will be presented to founder Tom Rochester
when the park is formally opened.

T

Young Heroes Awards
Our youth team initiated this project and were looking
for young people between six and 18 years of age living
in South Shropshire. Those nominated will have made a
significant contribution to their community and sustained
effort over the last 18 months.
The effort was very worthwhile as 14 young persons
were nominated, four in the 6 – 11 age group and ten in
the 12 – 18 age group. Our judges finally selected two from
the 6 – 11 age group and three from the 12 – 18 age group.
The winners of each age group will be decided following
interviews with our judges via Zoom and announced by
the end of April. Each of the two winners will receive an
engraved trophy and a cash prize of £150. All nominees
should be congratulated, as the judges said: “All nominees
have shown great initiative, perseverance and care.”

volunteers bring new ideas and
could help to introduce new
ways of operating. We would
welcome the opportunity to tell you more and arrange an
informal meeting so that you can find out about our aims
and objectives.
For further information please contact dereksmith42@
hotmail.com; phone 01694 723189

Our Monthly Wine Draw
The idea is well supported by our members who pay a
monthly fee and contribute bottles of wine. Each member
has a number, and the winner is decided by a random
selection process. From September last year we have raised
£960, and the proceeds will go to support Rotary’s Polio
Now. However, for every pound we contribute the Bill
and Melinda Gates Foundation will contribute twice that
amount.
We’re looking for volunteers who would like to
enthusiastically support our local community. New
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JOHN HAMMOND
Building and Carpentry
Carpentry • Bathrooms
Interior Tiling • Kitchens
General Repairs and Maintenance
for Home and Garden
For a free Fixed Price Quotation,
call

01694 724060
07815 130793
WYNSTONE, CUNNERY ROAD,
CHURCH STRETTON,
SHROPSHIRE SY6 6AF
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Groundworkers with over 25 years experience
✔ Local
Extensions, Drainage works, Landscaping
and Specialist Jobs
✔ Routine
Foundations, Retainer walls, Complex projects
Tel: 01694 722121 www.farmersplantservices.co.uk
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Photos for the Air Ambulance
What links the following?
A village on the Welsh border – with Mount Everest.
A tree in Aston on Clun – with Charles II.
A massacre in 19th century Wales – with voting reform.
A tiny island in the Rhine – with the defeat of Napoleon.
Or indeed...
Where might you see Venice turned upside down?
Where can you get a personal insight into the recent history
of Carding Mill Valley?
Where is there a Cathedral made out of cardboard?

We had no target in mind when we started, but we kept
making new AVs, choosing subject matter from the local
area, and further afield. We also made them about things
we had seen on our holidays, and we sometimes went on
holiday to places so we could make AVs about them. Some
of our most popular sequences are where we have focused
on humorous topics. We have made 125 or so of these AVs;
we normally show eight or nine of them in an evening to
make an hour’s presentation.

And furthermore...
How does a sat nav, combined with Google Maps, help with
all this?

I

n 2000 we retired, and moved to Shropshire the
following year. We were, and still are, keen walkers, and
we greatly enjoyed exploring the hills of Shropshire and
the neighbouring counties. After a while, Hilary decided to
further develop her interest in digital photography, joining
the Ludlow Photographic Club.
One evening a couple came to show something called
‘Audio Visuals’ (AVs), that’s photographs combined with a
narrative and music to make short sequences to entertain the
audience. Hilary realised that here was a hobby that we could
do together: she could provide the photographs, Ian would
write the scripts and also make the soundtrack recordings.
After a while, we had made half a dozen or so of these
AVs, enough to give an hour’s show to an audience. In time,
people got to hear about us and our calendar began to fill

up with bookings. Our main ‘customers’ were the WI in
village halls all over Shropshire, northern Herefordshire,
and the nearer parts of Powys. We also enjoyed receiving
bookings from TWG, Age UK, U3A, and National Trust
Groups to name but a few.
We decided at the start that we wanted to support a
charity, one that was relevant to the whole local community.
We felt that the Midlands Air Ambulance was the ideal
choice – it’s there for all of us. The money that we receive
for giving AV shows to these groups, we then transfer to the
Air Ambulance.
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Recently, we consulted our records to see what we’d
raised, and were pleasantly surprised to find that we have
now transferred just over £38,000 to the Air Ambulance.
That works out at a little over 900 shows in various
locations over the last 15 years.
That brings me to the previous mention of sat navs
and Google Maps. It was sometimes quite difficult to find
a village hall, on a dark winter evening, on the outskirts of
a village we had never been to, trying to understand the
directions we had jotted down.
Google Maps has proved invaluable.
At the time of booking we can use
the street view tool to ‘walk along’ the
virtual village street to see the venue,
and then save the exact location for the
sat nav to take us there on the night.
Then came Covid-19! We have
only been able to do a handful of
bookings since March 2020, although
we have recently started to give a few
shows using Zoom.
Things are just starting to improve
now. Groups seem to be looking
at their calendars once more, and
bookings are starting to appear. We’d
like to reach the £40,000 mark before too long.
So what’s the answer to the questions we posed at the
start of the article?
You’ve guessed it – these, and many more, are answered
in the presentations we give!
Ian and Hilary Templeton, ian.templeton@outlook.com
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Fitted Kitchens. Renovations. Home Extensions.
Roofing. Purpose-made oinery.

PETER TIPS TIPPER LTD
HAVE YOUR GARDEN AND D.I.Y. REFUSE LOADED AND
REMOVED

Hedge cutting, tree felling, fencing repaired and erected
Small loads of sand, coloured gravel, soil and bark mulch
Raised beds, demolition work. House clearance
TO DISCUSS YOUR SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS AND FOR
PERSONAL SERVICE GIVE ME A RING

01694 771461
email petertipton52@gmail.com

PAUL FORRESTER
Quality Carpentry & Joinery
COVERING A RANGE OF SERVICES SPECIALISING IN:

Doors ~ Skirting & Architrave ~ Flooring
Kitchens ~ Bedrooms ~ Bathrooms ~ Tiling
Lofts ~ Painting/Decorating ~ Storage Solutions
Work Stations ~ Sheds and Workshops
Gardens & Paving ~ Decking & Pergolas
For a Professional, Friendly and Enthusiastic Response
Call 07795 170938
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Church Stretton
If Music Be the Food of Love...

W

e all have a special
regard for music.
Let’s face it, it’s
everywhere. Even if it’s not
in the form of a symphony,
concerto, song or jig, music
still flourishes through every
living thing on the planet. From
the uplifting winter chirp of
a red-breasted robin, to the
heart-warming laughter of a
baby child. Even the distressed
whine of a lost puppy, or the
terrifyingly mighty roar of a lion. All sounds contribute to
the soundtrack of nature in their own majestic way.

No one knows the first tune ever written and until the
unlikely invention of the time machine in the incredibly
distant future no one ever will, but we can get pretty close
– in 2008, a recording of a woman singing Au Clair De La
Lune was discovered dating back to the year 1860. This is
way older than anything by Thomas Edison, so how come
we’d never heard it until recently? Well, that is because it
was recorded by Edouard-Leon Scott’s phonautograph,
a machine that documented sound but didn’t allow it to
be played back. We only know what the sound recording
sounded like due to modern technological reconstructions.
But what about even earlier than that?
The oldest complete melody ever documented (that
we know of ) dates back to the year 1400 BC, when a
Hurrian music-maestro carved out a bronze-age banger

A Year Like No Other

T

his year in lockdown
has dragged on for so
long, yet simultaneously
seems to have flown by. Many
things changed throughout the
year, and it was hard to keep up
with the constant addition of
new rules and regulations, but
gradually we have become used
to the wearing of masks, using
hand sanitiser, and socially
distancing from those outside
of our own household. After
a whole year, I think it might even be somewhat strange
going back to how everything was before.

For me, I spent the majority of the pandemic sitting at
my desk, attending online lessons, which was an interesting
experience, to say the least. Between the occasional
technical difficulties and the boredom of spending endless
hours in the same position, however, I made it through
and now I’ve returned to school once again. As a year 11
student, this has especially been a new experience. As the
normal exams that would have taken place in summer
were cancelled sometime in January by the government,
the school has had to run a set of exams in March, with
another set in May. Results from these exams along
with the results from exams done in October are going
to be used to determine our final grades. I did feel a bit
overwhelmed and unprepared to go back and almost
immediately have a fortnight of exams, nevertheless, I did

Not All Men

S

ince the news of Sarah
Everard hit the news on
3rd March, 2021, it’s
been nothing but arguments
and controversial opinions
being spoken between men and
women, boys and girls. The main
piece of advice being shared
from female to female is to be
aware of all men, that all men
are dangerous because we can’t
distinguish a predatory man from
a non-predatory one, but is that
fair? The answer is no. Statistics show that 38% of women
feel unsafe when walking home alone at night or in the dark.
This means that 62% of women feel safe. In comparison,
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21% of men feel unsafe walking home alone in the dark.
When you put these numbers next to each other it only
shows a 17% difference. As vast as this difference is, wouldn’t
you expect it to be bigger? Wouldn’t you expect no men to be
scared? Because aren’t men the ‘predators’ here? Most people
seem to fail to realise that men have feelings too; it’s not just
us women who can feel uneasy when alone in the streets.
I know that this topic is very sensitive right now, but I
want people to open their eyes and look at the situation as
a whole. It’s shown that 3.1% of women ages 16-59 have
had an experience of sexual assault, but where’s the proof
that it’s only men performing these attacks? Anybody who
has experienced sexual assault or harassment deserves justice
in every single way, but what gives a person listening to a
victim’s story the right to tell people that all men are bad? If
we keep spreading the idea that every male in the world is
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Student Journalists
onto a stone tablet in what is now modern-day Syria. With
its lyrics based upon musical offerings to the Gods, it’s
been aptly dubbed Hurrian Hymn Number 6 (hymns 1-5
were unreadable). However, this melody was written in
notation unlike anything we use today, and deciphering it
has led to many different versions of the tune being created.
Deepening the problems further, the tune was written for a
harp-like instrument called the lyre, an instrument that no
living person knows how to play or tune, meaning there are
millions of possible interpretations of the song. It’s likely the
true version of the tune will never be discovered.
Interestingly enough, there have been older melodies
discovered, but all of the other melodies were in horrible
condition, and only a few notes were salvageable.
Furthermore, there have been instruments discovered that

date back tens of thousands of years, but there is no way of
knowing what would’ve been played on them. Despite this,
it shows that the beauty of music has been enjoyed for many
millennia by civilisations older than any on Earth right
now. Besides, it’s pretty easy to imagine Ardipithecus ramidus
imitating the call of a bird in time to her feet as she walked
through the forests, some five million years ago.
Now, with music on demand at the press of a button,
the drop of a needle or the tuning of a dial, it’s easy to take
music for granted, and forget the true impact it’s had on
modern society. Without music, inventions such as the
smartphone probably would never have come into being!
So, in the ever genius words of William Shakespeare, “if
music be the food of love, play on”.
Caleb Richards

make it through, and currently only have the final set of
exams left until I can somewhat relax. It certainly has been
the strangest year of my school career!
Lockdown, I think, has also taught us valuable lessons,
such as the importance of seeing friends and family, and
how much we should value just simply spending time
outdoors. Many took up cycling or walking during the first
initial spring lockdown, myself included, just to be able to
leave the confines of the house for once. New hobbies were
also taken up by many, who suddenly found themselves
with much more free time than they had before. Some also
used this time to perhaps write that book they had always
wanted to or finally finish decorating that room that had
sat half-painted for months. Languages have been learnt
and many seem to have a newfound love of sourdough

and banana bread. The nation’s gardens have never been so
weed free!
Whilst of course lockdown has had its fair share of
downsides, we should cherish the lessons we’ve learnt and
carry them with us through life, as it has taught us to be
grateful for what we have. The freedom that will come
when we can finally leave our houses will definitely be
very refreshing after what we’ve had. And what am I most
looking forward to? Spending time with friends and family
who I haven’t seen and have been distanced from for so
long. I have truly learnt to value them whilst we’ve been
apart.
Grace Wood

horrid and needs to be avoided, then the statistics I spoke
about will only rise. Why? Because if we keep pushing men
to the side, don’t let them voice their opinions or express
their feelings, then all of their emotions are just going to
bubble and build inside of them until their lid eventually
pops and they do something they’ll regret. An example
being a Woman making a Man feel as if they aren’t a good
person, causing that Man to eventually blow in a potential
act of unintentional violence.
Everybody should realise that Men and Women are
equal, Men and Women experience sexual assault and
harassment, and we shouldn’t treat men differently because
the rate of these occurrences are higher in women. There
are just some sick people out there who can’t be changed,
but maybe if we were to give everybody a chance, you never
know, you could find your soulmate or open up something

inside of somebody so brilliant that they wouldn’t have
been able to do themselves. The media paints men in such
a gruesome way that some easily brainwashed people will
never be able to see them as the same as women, they
will never be able to see that males are exactly the same as
females, just shaped slightly different.
The moral of this article is that everybody is equal, we
shouldn’t segregate men and women due to rumours people
spread and false statistics people share. Before you tell the
person next to you that the man in front of you looks scary
and you should stay away from him, give him a chance
and say hello, because you never know what they’re like
or what they are going through. Check up on your friends
and simply just be nice, it takes up more energy to resent
somebody.
Georgia Davies
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Shropshire Hills Shuttle Buses 2021

S

aturday 3rd July – Sunday 26th September,
weekends and August Bank Holiday Monday,
the Shropshire Hills Shuttle Buses will be back
on the road this summer taking passengers onto the
Long Mynd, and across to the Stiperstones, helping
them to explore and enjoy this beautiful part of the
Shropshire Hills Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty.
Change to the route
Regular Shuttle Bus passengers please note a change
to the route. The Buses start at Carding Mill Valley
and call at the Beaumont Road bus stop in Church
Stretton, before heading up the Burway onto the Long
Mynd. From Bridges, they travel to the Stiperstones
National Nature Reserve, and onto the Bog Visitor
Centre and Stiperstones village. Here, the buses will
turn and head back along the same route to Bridges.
At Bridges, the buses head back to Church Stretton
and Carding Mill Valley via Duckley Nap and Jinlye,
the northern end of the Long Mynd.
Support
We hope these changes will make the Shuttle service financially sustainable for future years. The simple thing you can do to
support the service is to use it, share your experiences and encourage your friends and family on board. You can also donate
through our Shuttle Bus Supporter Scheme and help with passenger research and promotion.
Tickets
You purchase your ticket from the driver as you board the bus. We also offer a season ticket to buy in advance which gives
you free travel on the Shuttle Buses. Concessionary bus passes are also accepted, and well-behaved dogs can travel with their
owner at the driver’s discretion.
Further information
The Shuttles will run from Saturday 3rd July, every weekend and August Bank Holiday Monday to Sunday 26th September.
The buses are managed by the Shropshire Hills AONB Partnership and operated by local bus company Boulton’s. For more
Shuttle Bus information including timetable and route map, ticket prices, suggested walks and ways to support the Shuttle
service please visit www.shropshirehillsshuttles.co.uk

The Mayday Mile Challenge

A

sincere thank you to everyone who has donated to
the RNLI during recent months. Throughout
the past year the lifeboat crews have been answering
‘The Call’ in even more challenging conditions with Covid19 precautions. Now we are asking if you can help our
committee to ‘Answer the Call’.
What is Mayday?
A Mayday ‘Call’ is the most urgent plea RNLI
lifesavers receive and is used when life is in
immediate danger. Usually our lifesavers answer
calls for help. But today, with summer on the way,
it’s they who need YOUR help.
The 2021 ‘Mayday Mile’ appeal will be held
‘virtually’ due to the current situation.
What is The Mayday Mile Challenge?
The RNLI are asking people to raise funds by setting
themselves a challenge of walking a mile. It might be in an
unconventional way or by doing a lot of miles if they prefer
and asking friends to support them by donating to the
charity.
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The challenge can involve
walking, running, cycling or
swimming a certain distance in
one day, a week, a month or a year. The choice is yours.
More information can be found at:
themaydaymile.rnli.org
Alternatively, you can help the local RNLI
Branch committee by supporting their ‘Mayday
Mile’ Campaign. Our virtual walk will be visiting
Lifeboat stations on the Welsh coast. A round trip
starting and ending in Church Stretton.
AB Optics and John Thomas (Florist) have
kindly agreed to have window displays during
May, where more details of the Appeal can be
found.
Your Church Stretton RNLI Branch will have a
dedicated ‘JustGiving’ page for donations although we are
still happy to receive cash/cheques.
For further information please contact Brian or Alison
722138 or email: a.glenmoar@gmail.com
Thank you in advance for your support,
Church Stretton RNLI Branch Committee
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SELF STORAGE CONTAINERS
INDUSTRIAL & DOMESTIC USE
SUITABLE FOR VEHICLES,
BUILDING EQUIPMENT, FURNITURE,
GARDEN EQUIPMENT, WORKSHOP, ETC.
GOOD, DRY CONTAINERS
20 AND 40 FEET LENGTHS AVAILABLE
IN A SECURE YARD WITH 24 HOUR ACCESS
HGV PARKING ALSO AVAILABLE
CCTV INSTALLED
TEL: 01694 724880 MOB: 07979 817554

Paul Tinsley Builder
No job too big, fast response, highest standards
Specialist in extensions, alterations, porches,
patios and fencing etc.
01694 781371 or mobile 07929 232999

A. Morgan Builders
Local family business
For all your maintenance needs.
Extensions, alterations, roofing.
UPVC windows, doors & conservatories.
Garden walls and paving.
No job too small or large
Tel: 01694 751774 07930 332131
Stretton Focus
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Red-tail Bumblebees Survey Meet our Area Rights of Way
2021
Officer: Dave Hardwick
Stepping Stones Project

M

any of you participated in our project, Bumblebees
in your Garden, during 2020. We were trying to
find out how far the rare Bilberry Bumblebee
travels from the top of the Long Mynd once the bilberry
flowering period is over. Although we only had one
confirmed sighting in a garden, the level of interest in these
intriguing creatures was brilliant, so we have developed a
new approach for 2021.
Bumblebees can be tricky to identify and in any case,
we only have sparse records for many species in Shropshire.
With this in mind, we are asking you to look for any
bumblebees with red or orange tails that you find in your
garden or during your local walks. All you need to do is take
a photo – or ideally several photos from different angles
(or a short video clip) – and send them to Charlie at the
Stepping Stones project with the date and a location. We
will identify the species if we can and provide you with a
report at the end of the season.
We launched this project during our virtual meeting on
19th April, so hopefully some of you were able to attend
and can now support your neighbours if they have any
questions. We will also prepare an information sheet with
links to relevant information which you can request.
Good luck and please keep in touch with us.
charlie.bell@nationaltrust.org.uk
07974 614599

W

alk in most
other parts
of the UK
and you appreciate how
well our local footpaths
are maintained, with
good stiles and signs,
and kissing gates on
popular paths. The
person responsible
is Dave Hardwick,
Area Rights of Way
Officer (Central) in
the Shropshire Council
Outdoor Partnership
Team. He has been in
the team since 2009
and Area Officer since
Dave Hardwick
2012. When Covid
restrictions allow, he
co-ordinates the local PPP volunteers, the Parish Paths
Partnership in maintaining rights of way.
For Dave this is not just ‘a job’. He is a countryman
at heart. In his spare time, he is Chair of the Oswestry
Branch of Shropshire Wildlife Trust (SWT). He runs a
Wildlife Watch Group in the Llanymynech Hills getting
children actively involved in the natural environment. He is
volunteer Warden of an SWT nature reserve near home, and
he owns his own local wildlife site.

Dave Hardwick and colleague Aaran Hasty working on the
Gasworks Path
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Typewriters…
In Thelma Thompson’s interesting article on typewriters
(March issue) she ponders on why a qwerty keyboard
instead of alphabetical. Her guess is partly correct.
Originally, typewriters consisted of a semi-circular row of
metal rods, each with a letter or punctuation mark. These
were thrown forward to the centre when the alphabetically
ordered keys were hit. Unfortunately, the rods took longer
to print and return to their resting spot than it took for an
experienced typist to hit the next keys, frequently resulting
in several rods becoming tangled. What was needed was
something that would slow down the typist enough to
prevent entanglement, whilst still allowing a decent speed.
The qwerty keyboard was therefore designed to separate the
most frequently used letters by enough distance to allow
the bars to return to rest unhindered, (hands having slightly
further to travel) but close enough together to prevent too
long a delay. After the invention of the electric typewriter
and subsequently the word-processor (1970s, I think), it was
suggested that we changed the keyboards as qwerty was no
longer necessary, but there was an uproar, particularly from
well qualified typists who pointed out that not only would
they all have to retrain, but unless the change was global,
they wouldn’t be able to work in other countries. The idea
was quietly dropped.
M. Quartly
… and Cowpox
Barrie Raynor asks “Have you had your cowpox vaccination
yet?”
Back in the 1960s my sister, Barbara, developed extremely
itchy, weeping spots. The locum doctor (our GP was on
holiday) initially diagnosed chicken pox, but when pressed
decided it couldn’t be. She put Barbara into self-isolation
and organised appointments to see various consultants, from
dermatologists to virologists and other assorted “ologists”.
All shook their heads in puzzlement.
At the time the TV was full of cowboy programmes
and one had just shown an episode where the hero saved a
town from smallpox by infecting everyone with cowpox. As
a younger sister I took great delight in mercilessly teasing
Barbara that she must have cowpox, but she wasn’t amused.
Then, one Saturday, there was a squeal of brakes outside
our house and I looked out to see our GP fling himself out
of his car, run down the path and hammer on the front
door. As soon as it was opened he pushed past shouting
“Where is she?” When he saw me he stopped dead, in
surprise. “It’s not you?” he asked. I shook my head and
pointed to Barbara. With a muttered “Thank goodness”
he went to examine his patient. Afterwards he apologised
for his panic. When the surgery had updated him, he
remembered that he had given me a smallpox vaccination
just before he’d gone on holiday and he had thought I had
reacted to it. That, he told us, would have been extremely
serious as they used a live vaccine. However, for Barbara,
whilst it was still awful, it wasn’t dangerous. The poor man
couldn’t understand why my mother and I both creased up
with laughter. I had given my sister cowpox!!
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So, for me the answer to the question is a resounding
yes, I have had a cowpox vaccination. And Barbara still
hasn’t lived it down.
M. Quartly
I.T. wonders at Church Stretton School
I write as a very proud and grateful Chair of Governors of
Church Stretton School. The source of this is the fantastic
contribution the people of this area have made to the
school to help education throughout the past year.
We, like all schools, were totally unprepared for a
pandemic and during the first lockdown struggled to
adequately provide anything but a limited education for
our students – not for want of trying, but our I.T. systems
were very poor and in need of major upgrades, our teachers
did not have laptops and many students did not have a
device either.
The head (John Parr), supported by his team, came
up with the plan to upgrade the school I.T. system and
provide teachers with laptops, and tough decisions were
made to fund this – second guessing that there would
be lockdowns two and three. Working with the Trust we
belong to, parents were offered the chance to buy or lease
tablets, and many did.
Unfortunately, this left a group of pupils who would
still be short of a workable device to be able to access
online teaching. The call went out to the community to
help, if possible, in the way of second-hand laptops and
donations.
The response has been fantastic: so many of you have
donated old devices, which have been upgraded with the
software needed for students; businesses and individuals
have donated money and whole sections of the community
(not least the churches of the area) have raised thousands
of pounds.
All this generosity has meant that the school has had
the ability to loan usable devices to every student that
needed one, they have been able to access live online
lessons, complete the work set and hear their teachers. As
a school we have gone from zero to hero in the I.T. stakes
– John Parr and his team deserve great credit for all their
hard work, ensuring the pupils have missed out on as little
as possible.
The school now has the children back (hopefully for
good) and can continue to use the new I.T. resources to
provide enhanced learning for the pupils.
A big thank you to everyone who contributed to this
wonderful effort. It proves that even in dark times there is
always light if you look for it.
Mike Collison
Chair of Governors, Church Stretton School
In response to a student journalist. (March edition of
Focus)
Dear Student, You said Humans are Awful. I sadly have to
agree. All my life (until fairly recently) I have given scant
regard to all the damage I have done to our beautiful and
fragile planet. I have driven my petrol or diesel car with
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little regard to all the pollution I have created. I have sat in
the garden marvelling at the vapour trails of the jet aircraft
that fly overhead at 25,000 feet. I have given little thought
to their global warming properties. On cold winter days
I’ve enjoyed the warmth of my fossil-fuelled gas central
heating and delighted that I can buy out of season baby
sweet corn from Peru. In fact, when I really think about it,
almost everything I eat, buy or do has a negative impact
on the planet. I am truly sorry. I really am trying to reduce
my carbon footprint and I hope it’s not too late, because
although I have already reached my three score years and
ten, it is young people like yourself who will suffer from
my ignorance and thoughtlessness.
Please go on “bothering”. While there are young
people like yourself trying to make a difference, there will
be hope, but you urgently need the rest of us to join you.
As you say, “Mitigating climate change is a team effort. We
all share this planet and it’s the job of all of us to protect
it.”
Yours sincerely
(too ashamed to have my name published though it and my
contact details were given to the Editor)
Town Council Finances
The finances of the Town Council are in a mess, and have
been for several years. The most recent evidence for this
are the three internal audit reports issued to the Town
Council.1 Written by John Henry FCA, a chartered
accountant authorised to carry out audit work and
appointed by the Town Council, the three audit reports
make very grim reading.
The whole of the Council’s annual reporting
obligations are contained in the Annual Governance and
Accountability Return for Local Councils in England or
AGAR. The AGAR is supported by 72 pages of guidance
setting out the requirements in detail. It requires an
internal auditor to be appointed to complete a series of
tests so that the annual AGAR return can be completed.
This makes the purpose very clear and having conducted
three audits John Henry FCA concluded “the council’s
system of internal controls is NOT in place, adequate for the
purpose intended and effective.” 2 The report explicitly states
that the audit reports “provide evidence to support the annual
internal audit conclusion on the AGAR Annual Return for
local councils.” 2 Council papers confirm that the reports
were given to all Councillors.
It was therefore surprising on 20th September 2020
to witness all Councillors approve the Town Council’s
Annual Governance Statement for 2019/203 with no
issues. Proposed by Cllr Luff, and after acknowledging
their “responsibility for ensuring that there is a sound system
of internal control” 3 the Town Councillors unanimously
said “We confirm, to the best of our knowledge and belief,
with respect to the Accounting Standards for the year ended
31 March 2020, that:” 3 [all elements of the AGAR except
one are confirmed as being all in order]. The one ‘no’
was an item already identified by the external auditor,
PKF Littlejohn. A close study of the AGAR showed that
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the Town Council was required to “provide explanations
to the external auditor on a separate sheet for each ‘No’
response and describe how the [council] will address the
weaknesses identified. These sheets must be published with
the Annual Governance Statement.” 3 This would have
been very embarrassing to the Town Council had all of
the weaknesses been acknowledged and proper disclosure
made.
The internal audit reports were extremely critical, and
the main findings included:
Financial regulations not updated since 2014
Standing orders not updated since 2011
Purchase order system not being utilised so payments
not authorised as required by regulations
Contract procurement requirements requiring three
tenders are not being followed
Major contracts have not been properly tendered and
in many cases simply rolled over for up to 12 years
Lists of payments not presented to the Council for
approval or attached to the minutes so Councillors do
not know who is paid for what
Significant issues have emerged with the Council’s
VAT with provisions of £48,000 mostly just written
off to reserves plus other issues “which could materially
affect the level of further liabilities due” (Final Internal
audit report p1)
The fixed asset register is incomplete
Budgetary control is not effective and reports
presented as budgets are not derived from appropriate
ledgers. As such budgetary information is not fit for
purpose.
No accurate reserve accounting is carried out and
there is no accurate record of reserves.
Reserves and revenue expenditures are confused
Bank reconciliations are not reviewed and approved
Fidelity insurance cover is inadequate
No evidence exists to show that the Council has taken
steps to ensure compliance with GDPR (General
Data Protection Regulations)
Fees charged by the Council are not approved
possibly rendering them unenforceable
Payroll is not reviewed and checked by the Council
“There is no control in place to ensure that for every
week of the financial year car park income has been
collected, reconciled to ticket duplicates and banked”
(Ibid pp4-5)
No risk assessment has been completed.
Under the AGAR regulations a meeting was requested
with the Town Council to discuss the accounts, which
was granted on 12th November 2020. Upon seeing
the audit reports it was obvious there were serious
discrepancies and a challenge, entitled “Formal challenge
to the Church Stretton Town Council Annual Governance
and Accountability Return 2019/2020 submitted to PKF
Littlejohn” 4 was emailed that night, 12th November. The
last date for submission was 13th November 2020. It had
Continued overleaf...
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(Continued)

been difficult to arrange the meeting provided for by law
and it left deadlines very tight.
The challenge identified the key findings from the
internal audit reports and compared them to the AGAR
Annual Return asking, “How can anyone look at the internal
audit reports and conclude that everything was OK?”
Over the following three months much debate was
conducted between the Town Council and the external
auditors, unnecessarily racking up costs. However, once the
futility of the Council’s assertions that they were entitled
to answer ‘yes’ to all the assurances because they had since
started to correct some of the problems was established,
at an Extraordinary Council Meeting held on 2nd March
2021 the council resolved:
“The council reconsiders the submission of the original
Annual Governance Statement for 2019/2020 financial year
and resubmits a revised Statement with the boxes ticked ‘No’
and that the accompanying AGAR Response sheet is submitted
to detail the changes being made.” 5
The Council responded to the external auditors
about three weeks after the meeting, and on 24th March
2021 PKF Littlejohn issued their formal response to the
challenge. (Letter subject Church Stretton Town Council:
audit of accounts for the year ended 31 March 2020.) 6
PKF Littlejohn summarised the challenges into eight
groups and concluded that seven of the challenges were
valid and that this had now been accepted by the Council.
The eighth challenge concerned the failure by the Council
to complete a risk assessment. This failure had been
previously identified by PKF Littlejohn, so it was not
accepted as incorrectly disclosed, notwithstanding that the
risk assessment had still not been undertaken.
In summary PKF Littlejohn state: “Conclusion: it is
our view that your objection is valid, that this objection has
been accepted by the Council and we are minded to raise
a reporting matter in our limited assurance opinion on the
AGAR in respect of the responses to this assertion” (Ibid p5)
It doesn’t get more definitive than this. Three internal
audit reports identified 31 pages of serious problems
dating back over 10 years. Experienced Councillors read
those reports, whilst announcing that staff were busy
trying to deal with the problems, and then signed off their
Annual Governance and Accountability Statement to say
everything was OK.
The assurances on the AGAR were clearly false,
and were challenged. After some resistance the Council
accepted at their meeting on 2nd March 2021 that the
assurances given were false and resolved to change all of
the opinions about the existence of assurances to ‘No’.
Subsequent to this meeting, PKF Littlejohn, having
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examined all of the documents shared in this article, also
concluded that the objection was valid.
But there has been no apology.
At the Extraordinary Meeting on 2nd March attended
by over 50 residents, the Mayor promised to publicise the
extent of the problems at the Annual Assembly and in
the Annual Report. However, the Annual Report of the
Council in the April 2021 edition of Stretton Focus and
online tells readers only that “the Council has undertaken
a thorough overhaul of its accounting systems and processes.”
(p50) That is how the Council describes 31 pages of audit
reports received in 2019, a challenge which has prevented
the sign off of its accounts, an extraordinary meeting where
it accepted all of the assurances it had given on its annual
return were false and a report from the external auditors
which concludes that its controls and processes hardly
exist.
The consequences of these matters are potentially
serious. There is no doubt that the statements on the
AGAR were false – the auditors and the Council have
confirmed this. But what was the motive? Was it simply
an honest mistake or was there an attempt to hide the
truth about the state of the finances? The authorities are
naturally looking into this.
However, and most importantly, whilst the challenge
has been totally successful, it has ultimately served to
expose serious problems with the Council’s finances.
What is not in doubt is that the consequences of
sorting out this mess are likely to be felt by the town, its
residents and their services for many years to come.
Notes
1. Three internal audit reports, First interim, Second
Interim and Final, produced by John Henry FCA,
JDH Business Systems Ltd. The final report appears
on the CSTC website following instructions from the
External Auditors that it must be posted
2. AGAR, Annual Governance and Accountability
Return 2019/20 Part 3, CSTC website.
3. AGAR, Section 1 first paragraph, and just below tick
box,
4. Resident challenge to PKF Littlejohn issued publicly
with papers for Extraordinary Council Meeting on
2nd March 2021 available from CSTC website
5. Council formal response to challenge, ibid note 4
6. Letter to Resident from PKF Littlejohn dated 24th
March 2021 and copied to CSTC, should be posted
online in due course.
Andy Munro
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Amnesty

Scout Group News

Festival of Social Justice
May 2021
Celebrate 60 years of
Amnesty International
Church Stretton Amnesty invites you to join us in events for
film, poetry and walking.
Film – You are invited to join others from around the
region in an on-line film experience.

he end of March produced a flurry of activity when
it was known that face-to-face outdoor meetings
would start after the Easter break. Zoom meetings
for leaders became frequent as programmes were prepared
and it was reported that three new leaders were taking
training.
In the meantime, virtual meetings remained popular.
Three Cubs of the Wednesday Pack: Maisie, Norah and
Henry gained the Community Impact Badge for their
fundraising work and Maisie and Norah, together with
Henry qualified for the Chief Scout’s Silver Award. One
of the favourite activities of the Pack was making Armpit
Fudge! This consisted of mixing the fudge ingredients in a
plastic bag and then ‘cooking’ it under their armpits. The
results were said to be quite agreeable.
The Troop’s activities included taking part in Red Nose
Day and also the Chinese New Year with the production of
fortune cookies. A major activity was bomb-making, but
not the lethal kind. Compost, clay, water and wildflower
seeds comprised the bombs which were taken out on family
walks and thrown into suitable areas to encourage growth.
The lockdown has inspired some most unusual
activities.
Fred Reeve

‘Wajib’ (2017, 96 mins, cert 15), is a poignant, bittersweet
comedy of estrangement and identity. It is a drama about
simmering tensions of life as Palestinians living in Nazareth
and the contrasts of tradition and modernity in family life.
It works like this:
Read a review of the film and watch a helpful introduction.
Watch the film at home whenever you choose
Join a Zoom chat on Thursday 20th May at 7.30 to talk
about the film and share thoughts.
All on-line links for review, film and Zoom from Liz
Knowles 07855 997257 email jknowles2@yahoo.com
Poetry Zoom Evening: Saturday 22nd May 7.30-8.30
Poetry is a powerful tool for drawing attention to human
rights issues. You can join us to hear poems and readings
chosen and read by Amnesty members and supporters.
For details contact Barbara Parnell 01694 720040 email
csamnesty@outlook.com

T

April’s Cryptic Crossword
Solution

Walking: Throughout May
Amnesty supporters are challenging themselves to walk 60
km during May, raising money for Amnesty International
at the same time. We may walk on our own or in groups,
providing an opportunity to come together after months of
social isolation, Covid regulations permitting. We hope to
arrange some walks in the beautiful Shropshire Hills and
you are welcome to join us for any of these walks.
To take up the challenge and find out more contact David
and Trish Howard 01694 722904
email davidandtrish@hotmail.co.uk
For details of all the Festival events see https://www.
amnesty.org.uk/groups/central-england
If you simply want to support us financially, donations
can be made through Just Giving www.justgiving.com/
fundraising/patricia-howard1
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Netley Boarding
Kennels & Cattery
at Dorrington
Open all year, vaccinated pets only
Heated kennels with outside runs
Friendly Family run business
Inspections welcomed
Collection and delivery service available

Opening Hours:
Mon-Fri 9-10 am & 4-5 pm
Sat-Sun 9-10 am

Den & Barb Oakley

Tel: 01743 718264 Mobile: 07803 240207
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HILARY'S CHILDCARE
Church Stretton Nursery,
after school and holiday club,
Children 0 - 12 years. OFSTED
rated good, qualified early
years teacher and forest school.
Call 01694 724270
www.hilaryschildminders.co.uk
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The Legacy of Slavery in Church Stretton

T

he legacy of slavery permeates all aspects of Britain’s
cultural, architectural and social heritage. The vast
fortunes produced by slave labour in the overseas
territories that were annexed in the 17th and 18th centuries
helped to fund the building of many stately houses, art
galleries and museums. Funds from slavery contributed to
the acquisition of treasures to stock these new premises,
some were purchased by the wealthy whilst touring Europe
and other items from across the British Empire were simply
snatched.
One leading slave owner was Moses Benson who
amassed the vast fortune used by his great, great grandson,
Ralph Beaumont Benson to transform Church Stretton and
create the current layout of the town. By investigating the
activities of Moses, we can analyse how slavery was viewed
in the 18th century, how people comfortably accommodate
conflicting philosophies and how possession of great wealth
gave access to society that would have been firmly denied
to those displaying the same behaviour but without the
fortune. The analysis also emphasises the link between the
money produced by slavery and Church Stretton.
Moses Benson was born in 1738 at Ulverston in the
Furness district of Lancashire. His father, John, is described
as a yeoman farmer but also as a dealer in salt so Moses
presumably had a reasonably financially secure start in
life. In his twenties he worked in Jamaica as an agent for
Abraham Rawlinson, a Lancaster merchant, but later traded
on his own account. He was very successful before returning
to Liverpool and entering the slave trade in 1775 and in the
next 31 years until his death in 1806, it is claimed he was
associated with 67 slaving voyages.
James Aspinall writing in 18531 described Benson as
‘one of the merchant princes’ and his house in Liverpool
as a ‘noble palace mansion’. Benson never married but had
a common law wife called Judith Powell who was a ‘free
mustee’ (a person of mixed race heritage) who had returned
with him from Jamaica. They had six children and when
Moses died he left Ralph Benson, his eldest son, a fortune of
£265,000 (£12.3m at current values) and an annual income
of £70,000 (£3.25m). He also made many significant
settlements on his other three surviving children and other
recipients.
Benson’s ability to exploit slaves whilst forming a close
relationship with Judith Powell, sustained until his death,
suggests he may have had ambiguous beliefs regarding
racism and was able to accommodate potentially conflicting
ideas. Maybe helping the poor on his return to Liverpool
was his way of resolving mental turmoil. Maybe Bob Dylan’s
lyric2 provides an explanation:
‘…people don’t do what they believe in,
They do what’s most convenient and then repent.’
Whilst living in Liverpool Moses Benson became a
leading citizen who contributed to charities, education of
the poor and churches. He endowed and built St James’s
School for poor children which by 1835 was educating 300
pupils. Manchester Grammar School Admission Register1
records:
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‘Moses Benson was a liberal patron of the fine arts,
and of various philanthropic objects connected with
the town of Liverpool, giving back to God largely of the
wealth with which God had entrusted him, for church
extension and the education of the poor.’
This glowing testimonial indicates attitudes common
at the time. The fact that Moses and Judith had an
unregistered relationship which meant their children were
technically illegitimate, and their fortune had been amassed
through human suffering on a vast and long sustained scale,
does not seem to be part of the assessment. In the above
extract there even appears to be a suggestion that God gave
Moses the money from slavery and as Moses had returned it
via contributions to the church all was well. As Bob Dylan3
observed:
‘Money doesn’t speak it swears,
Obscenity who really cares.’
There is a constant danger of applying current mores
and values when evaluating events from previous times. It
is claimed that making harsh judgments in 2021 on people
such as slaveowners and asserting they viewed African
people in the same way as farmers consider their stock – a
commodity to be exploited to produce the biggest profit
– overlooks what was acceptable at the time. Many of
the wealthiest families with great influence, including the
ancestors of Lord Harewood (the Queen’s cousin) and of
ex-Prime Minister Cameron as well as several slave owning,
ordained members of the Church of England, fought against
abolition. Slave owning priests illustrate how conflicting
philosophical beliefs can be accommodated. However, when
making judgments regarding the actions of slave owners,
it is essential to take into account the fact that the slave
trade was stopped in 1807 as a result of the pressure on
Parliament applied by a massive number of people who had
already concluded at that time that it was unacceptable and
had made judgments in line with 21st century thinking.
The ability of slave owners to protect their interests and
use their considerable influence very effectively led to the
Slavery Compensation Act 1837 whereby the Government
borrowed £20 million to compensate slave owners for
liberated slaves. This figure equates to £16.5 billion today
and was equivalent to 40% of the annual budget of the
Government in 1837. The debt was not finally cleared
until 2015 therefore part of the taxes paid by descendants
of slaves who had moved to Britain after 1837 was used to
cover the costs of recompensing those who had enslaved
their ancestors. No compensation has ever been paid to
liberated slaves.
Following Moses’ death his son and main beneficiary
of his will, Ralph, became an MP representing Stafford
and moved into the recently acquired Lutwyche Hall near
Much Wenlock purchased for £25,000 (£1.1m) and shown
opposite.
The Hall was the family seat for the next hundred years
during which period the baubles and trappings of gentility
such as a coat of arms were acquired and the humble
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origins of Moses and the source of his vast fortune, which
supported the family’s elevation, were presumably ‘airbrushed out’.
The connection between the family and Church
Stretton was reinforced by Ralph’s great grandson, Ralph
Beaumont Benson who was born in 1862 (below).

He attended Harrow and progressed to Oxford
University then inherited Lutwyche Hall in 1886 on the
death of his father, Ralph Augustus Benson. R A Benson
left a relatively small personal estate of £5,975 (£490,274).
However, two years later other assets enabled Ralph
Beaumont Benson to buy 433 acres and the manor of
Church Stretton. The very useful book written by Raynor
and Crowe4 gives a detailed account of the extensive
property empire of Ralph Beaumont Benson which
included most of Sandford Avenue on both sides of the
A49 and the area to the north of this main shopping street
between Shrewsbury Road and the railway where Beaumont
Road, Essex Road (his wife’s middle name was Essex) and
Lutwyche Road were built. He also owned The Hotel, the
Plough Inn and The Buck’s Head public house as well as
large tracts of the Long Mynd and the land he donated to
enable the creation of the town’s park, later bisected by the
A49.
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The transformation of Church Stretton at the end of the
1800s and its current layout was to a large degree the result
of R B Benson’s activities. A century had elapsed since the
death of Moses but it was the fortune he amassed through
slave trading that fuelled R B Benson’s ambitious projects
that so extensively shaped our town. Church Stretton, like
so many communities, institutions of all kinds and beautiful
buildings, incorporates the legacy of slavery.
David Haigh
Acknowledgements
1. Legacies of British Slave-ownership website – University
College, London
Liverpool a few years since, by an old Stager by James
Aspinall pub 1853 – quoted on the above website
2. Brownsville Girl Bob Dylan 1986
3. It’s Alright, Ma Bob Dylan 1965
4. Church Stretton Through the Ages by Barrie Raynor and
Tony Crowe pub 2011
Photos courtesy Tony Crowe collection
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Charles
Ephraim
Electrical
Installations
Est 1974

8 Wall Bank,
Wall-under-Heywood

Tel: 01694 771381

ros.ephraim@btconnect.com

LOCAL ELECTRICIAN
AMP Electrical

Craven Arms 01588 672761

~ Domestic & Commercial ~
~ Home Automation ~
~ Lighting Design ~
~ Audio & Visual Systems ~
~ CCTV & Alarm Systems ~
~ Data Communications ~
Contact Matt Price
M: 07552 410109
H: 01694 771661
E: amp.elec@outlook.com
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hardware store
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Churches in the Strettons
ANGLICAN CHURCH (The United Parish of St Laurence, Church Stretton, with St Michael & All Angels, All
Stretton, and All Saints, Little Stretton) Rector: Rev’d Steve Johnson (Tel: 722585)
Website: www.strettonparish.org.uk
Sunday Services
Holy Communion (a uiet re ective service) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8.00 am
Morning Worship
Holy Communion every Sunday, except Morning Prayer on 4th Sunday . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9.30 am
Refreshments in Parish Centre . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10.20 until 11.05 am
Informal Service (Communion on 4th Sunday) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11.15 am
All ages 1st Sunday; children go out to groups other Sundays
Crèche facilities provided with this service every Sunday
Groups for children and youth groups on all but 1st Sunday, when all ages stay together
Evening Worship. (On 4th Sunday Holy Communion with special prayers for Healing). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6.00 pm
Hot Chocolate Club - For all pupils in Church Stretton School. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mondays 12.30 - 1.15 pm
Oasis - For pupils in years 7-9 in Church Stretton School who would like to explore faith. Tuesdays 12.30 - 1.15 pm
Youthzone - Sunday mornings during 11.05 service for 11-16yrs (except 1st Sunday in month); Meet in Church
Young people (11+): Contact the Office on 72 22 or Sally Clilverd: sally strettonparish.org.uk
Weekday Activities: Many house groups and activities are held throughout the week. Contact the Parish Office
for details or see church notice boards or lea ets in church.
Thursdays: Holy Communion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11.30 am
All Saints, Little Stretton. A traditional Sunday Service is held each Sunday
Week 1:
Evening Prayer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.00 pm
Weeks 2, 4 and 5: Holy Communion. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11.00 am
Week 3:
Morning Prayer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11.00 am
St Michael’s & All Angels, All Stretton (Local Ecumenical Partnership with URC) Contact: 724224
Sunday Services
Week 1: Morning Worship
10.30 am
Week 2: Holy Communion (Anglican)
10.30 am
Week 3: Morning Worship
10.30 am
Week 4: Holy Communion (URC)
10.30 am
Week 5: Holy Communion (Traditional Anglican)
10.30 am
The Parish Office is in the Parish Centre, Church St. (Tel: 724224).
Open 9am to 12.30pm Monday to Friday
Secretary: o Aze. Email: office strettonparish.org.uk
METHODIST CHURCH Minister: Rev’d George Heinz (Tel: 07538 480626)
Website: www.churchstretton-methodistchurch.org.uk
Hall bookings: Carole Coles (Tel: 724958)
Sunday Services
Morning Service
10.30 am
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS (QUAKERS) Co-clerks: Lesley Richards and Charles West (Tel: 722068)
Email: cs m gorswen.co.uk
Sundays: Meetings for Worship in the Silvester Horne Committee Room; Children on 4th Sunday in month . 10.30 am
For details of home discussion groups please telephone the Clerks.
ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH Priest: Canon Jonathan Mitchell (Tel: 01694 658091)
St Milburga’s, Church Stretton
Email: stmilburga gmail.com
Sunday:
Mass . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9.15 am
Wednesday - Friday: Daily Mass . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9.30 am
Saturday:
Evening Mass . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6.00 pm
Catholic Women’s League meets on the 2nd Thursday of each month following the morning Mass at 9.30.
St Walburga’s, Plowden
Sunday Mass . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11.00 am
UNITED REFORMED CHURCH Minister: (vacant)
Website: churchstretton.urc.org.uk
Sunday Services
Worship, with Activity Club for children, followed by refreshments in the church hall. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10.30 am
(On the 1st Sunday in month worship includes Holy Communion)
Weekday Activities
Mondays:
(Week 1) Ladies’ Group . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.30 pm
Wednesdays:
(Week 1) Ladies’ Link . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7.30 pm
Wednesdays:
Half hour meeting for prayer and discussion. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9.30 am
Church Contact: Tel: 722123 Email: urcchurchstretton gmail.com Room hire: Tel: 722092
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Clubs and Societies in Church Stretton with names of Secretary and contact details
Allotment Gardens Association
All Stretton Village Hall
All Stretton History Society
All Stretton Village Society
Alzheimers Carer’s Support (Mayfair)
Amnesty, Church Stretton Group
Ancient Greek Study Group
Archers, Long Mynd
Army Cadet Force
ArtsAlive (Church Stretton)
Arts Festival, Church Stretton South Shropshire
Badminton Club (Monday 8-10pm)
Badminton Club ( unior and Adult, Wednesday)
Beacon (Activities and Care at Mayfair)
Books (Mayfair Shop)
Book Sales (Mayfair Rotary)
Bowling Club, Church Stretton Probus
Bowling Club, Indoor
Bowling Club, Ladies’
Breathing Space (Singing for health and wellbeing)
Bridge Club (Thursday 1-5pm, All Stretton Vlge Hall)
Bridleways Association, Long Mynd and District
Brownies, Church Stretton
Busy Bees Preschool
Camera Club, Long Mynd
Cancer Research U
Cancer Support Group, Stretton
Chamber of Trade, Church Stretton
Chess Club, Church Stretton
Choral Society, Stretton
Churches Together
Church Stretton School Theatre
Citizens Advice Bureau
Civic Society, The Strettons
Civil Service Retirement Fellowship, C S Group
Climate Care, Stretton
Country Market (ex WI)
Credit Union
Cricket Club, Church Stretton
Croquet Club
Cub Scouts, Longmynd (Tuesday Pack)
Cub Scouts, Longmynd (Wednesday Pack)
Darts, Church Stretton and District League
Dementia Carers’ Support
Dominoes, Church Stretton and District League
Dramatic Society, All Stretton Amateur
E plorer Scouts
Extend (Gentle Exercise) Mayfair
Fitness Instructor
Fitness for the Young at Heart
Flicks in the Sticks (All Stretton)
Flicks in the Sticks (Church Stretton)
Football Club, Church Stretton Town
Football Club, Magpies (5-16 years old)
Football Club, Stretton Red Rovers (6-15 years old)
Friends of Church Stretton Library
Gardening Club, Acton Scott
Gardening Club, Church Stretton District
Gliding, Midlands Gliding Club Ltd
Golf Club
Good Neighbours Care Group
Guiding, 2nd Church Stretton
Hockey Club, Stretton uniors (5-15 years old)
Hope Bowdler Hand Bell Ringers
Horse Show, Church Stretton
Interfaith Forum, South Shropshire
Inner Wheel Club, Church Stretton
udo, unior
arate Club
Keep Fit, Stretton
Languages Group
Leisure Centre, Church Stretton
Lesbian & Bisexual Women, Border Women Social Group
Line Dancing
Lions Club, Middle Marches
Local History Group
Long Mynd Adventure Camp
Martial Arts, Freestyle
Masonic Lodge (Caer Caradoc)
Masonic Lodge (Longmynd)
Maysi Project
Methodist Church Network Group
Mothers’ Union, Church Stretton
Music: Strettons Classical Music Group
Ornithological Society, Stretton Branch
Parish Paths Partnership
Parkinson’s U
Photography, Marches Independent
Pilates (e ercise)
Pride of Place, Church Stretton
Probus, Strettondale
Rail User’s Association, Church Stretton
Radio Control Model Club, Church Stretton
RAF Roundel Club
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Alan Mileson
723999
Liz Cinnamon
07790 527673
Ruth Grafton
723187
Caroline Crump
723283
Jackie Pennington
722077
Barbara Parnell
720040
David Langslow
723538
Sue Williamson
722767
Lt Wheelden
017 3 231779
Michael Walker
720132
Gloria Carter
72 106
Mike Rounsefell
72 162
Alan Fo
725588
Joy King
722077
Tony Crowe
723292
Sue Hird
72 235
Glyn Morgan
722388
Alan Mileson
723999
Mrs M Paine
722489
ate Buttolph
720358
Dom Wilson
723128
Lynn Townsend
722667
udy Russell
72 056
Church Stretton School
722209
Amanda Page
Sue Toghill
722713
Lesley McIntyre
723427
Stuart Wright
722237
Tom Williamson
722767
Ru Trew
724297
Lesley Richards
722068
Alan Fo
725588
c/o Mayfair
722077
Charles Simmonds
72 117
John Brewer
722965
David Howard
722904
Ann Lloyd
07889 143057
c/o Mayfair
722077
Rob Whittall
07967 5710
Fane Conant
722610
ane Wrench
723923
Andrew Spurling
723 29
Mark Davies (Verd)
07588 517955
Emma Wilde
01743 341800
Martin Salisbury
723253
Eric Huff
723706
Angie Walshaw
723 77
Nicola Daniels
722077
Pam Allsop
723899
Pam Allsop
723899
ate Latchford
723378
Eric and Lesley Brown
72 330
Nick Cole
72 362
07816 686139
Martin Watts
7235 3
Sheila Davies
723455
Terri Clegg
781572
Evelyn Dapling
7236 8
Office
01588 650206
ames Townsend
722281
Office
72 2 2
ane Hurst
771622
Martin Watts
7235 3
Ruth Jenkins
724919
Sarah Davies
771370
Canon Noel Beattie
725530
Anne Tipper
771808
Roger Houston
017 3 358 15
Dave Shephard
72 212
Lisa Ryan
751369
David Langslow
723538
Sue Wells
720051
Dave Bishop
Brian Dawson
Madeline Haigh
Peter Jenkins
Phil Hatton
Graham Williams
Charles Hennell
anet Williams
Stella andrell
Diana Coles
Barbara Hall
David ohn
ohn Goyne
Heather Broughton
Geoff Taylor
Sandra Liebrecht
Trevor Halsey
Alan Stockbridge
Alison Bradley
Tim Goodwin
John L Davies

07527 26 8 6
0158 831508
723627
724919
07852 961675
07939 109726
0158 856716
722077
72 531
723548
724578
72 772
72391
017 3 71817
723301
781660
722317
722138
720392
724703

amileson lineone.net
www.allstrettonvillagehall.org.uk
janegra waitrose.com
carolinecrump68 icloud.com
[Monthly, 2nd Friday, 2.00pm] www.mayfaircentre.org
stretlang gmail.com
sue chelmickforge.co.uk
info.shropshireacf rfca.org.uk
fontenay1 btinternet.com
carter555 f2s.com
midiblue tiscali.co.uk
alandavidfo
live.co.uk
(Mayfair) www.mayfaircentre.org.uk
smhird btinternet.com
crocrus2 tiscali.co.uk
amileson lineone.net
kate playonperformingarts.co.uk
www.bridgewebs.com/churchstretton
davejudy1

googlemail.com

secretary longmyndcameraclub.co.uk
susantoghill outlook.com
tswilliamson337 gmail.com
strettonchoral gmail.com www.strettonchoral.org.uk
or 07977 060303 alandavidfo
live.co.uk
(Mayfair) [Thursdays] www.mayfaircentre.org.uk
candp.simmonds googlemail.com
or (01694) 731274
(Mayfair) [Wednesdays] www.mayfaircentre.org.uk
churchstrettoncricketclub gmail.com
fanesue aol.com www.churchstrettoncro uet.org.uk
janewrench2 gmail.com
aspurling btinternet.com
verddavies72 gmail.com
mail plush-hill.co.uk
angiewalshaw hotmail.com
[Thursday mornings] www.mayfaircentre.org.uk
pamallsop churchway.plus.com
pamallsop churchway.plus.com
terri artsalive.co.uk
ec.brown btinternet.com
nick eloc.eclipse.co.uk
en uiries csmfc.co.uk
contact redrovers.org.uk
www.strettonlibraryfriends.org.uk
actonscottgc gmail.com
evedapling waitrose.com
office midlandgliding.club
secretary churchstrettongolfclub.co.uk
janehurst77 hotmail.co.uk
mlwatts yahoo.co.uk
daviesblackhurst

aol.com

anne.tipper gmail.com
RogerHouston udo aol.com
daveshepard1379 gmail.com
stretlang gmail.com
info teme-leisure.co.uk
borderwomen.net
southerncrossldc gmail.com
thefirs38 btinternet.com
csalhg outlook.com
freestylemartiaarts.com/stretton
caercaradoclodge gmail.com
charles hennell.net www.longmyndlodge.org.uk
information mayfaircentre.org.uk
daj1956scp btinternet.com
poolbrook12 gmail.com
johngoyne btinternet.com
parky twood.net
gtaylor.photo btinternet,com
selenaorme yahoo.co.uk
trevorhalsey btinternet.com
alan.stockbridge btinternet.com
www.strettonrailusers.org.uk
tmgdwn gmail.com
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Rainbows, Church Stretton
Ramblers, The South Shropshire Group
Rangers (Girl Guides) Church Stretton Group
Readers Group at the Library
RNLI
Rotary Club of Church Stretton
Royal British Legion
Rugby Club, Church Stretton Samurai
Rushbury and Cardington WI
Save the Children
Scottish Dancers, Stretton
Scouts, 2nd Longmynd Group
Scrappies - Shropshire Children’s Scrapstore
Shropshire Strummers
Singers, The More Singers
Singers, Stretton Community
Soaring Association, Long Mynd (model gliders)
Soaring Club, Long Mynd (Hangliding & paragliding)
Stepping Stones Nursery
Stretton Players
Stretton Pool Action
Stroke Group, Church Stretton and District
Swing Band, Stretton
Table Tennis, Church Stretton
Table Tennis, Leebotwood
Table Tennis, Rushbury
T’ai Chi
Taiko Drumming
Taoist Tai Chi, Longmynd
Tennis Club
Theatre & Concert Group, Stretton
Thursday Lunch Club (Ley Gardens)
Traidcraft (fairly traded goods)
Tree Group, Church Stretton
Tuesday Day Centre, Church Stretton
United Nations Association, C S Branch
University of the Third Age (U3A)
Upright and Active (falls prevention strength & balance)
Walking for Health
Walking Football
Wildlife Group, SACWG, Community
Wildlife Trust, Strettons Branch
Women’s Group, Church Stretton 1990
Women’s Institute, CS Marmaladies WI
Women’s Inst., Rushbury and Cardington
Women’s Institute, All Stretton
Yoga (Mayfair)
Youth
St Laurence’s

udy Russell
Darren
Ana Ireland
Felicity
Brian Bradley
Pat Stokes-Smith
Les Mackey
Martyn Longhurst
Kaye Smith
Ann Hurst
David Thomas
Terry Davies

72 056
07837 021138
723390
722535
722138
723189
72 992

771554
771622
722107
723 77
328508
David Rae
722 59
Deborah Croom-Johnson 07 95 112795
ate Buttolph
0797 382989
Tim Goodwin
720392
Tim Dunn
01588 672919
Anne Arkwright
722341
Simon Cleaton
07510 390981
David Betton
07977 221171
Hilary Parker
723419
amie Wrench
723923
Leisure Centre
720051
Will Priestley
724223
Ian Pennington
771 10
Marc Lacey
722077
ames Barrow
720169
o Lendon
017 3 369787
Claire Hatfield
720123
Jenny or Graham Heath
722216
Margaret Hamer
722407
Maureen Clow
722000
Hilary Hymas
723208
Joy Wilson
723687
Ruth Davies
72 30
Lesley Brown
724330
c/o Mayfair
722077
Nicola Daniels
722077
en Willis
32851
Penny Bienz
72 853
Wally Blake
724040
aki Moores
7229 0
Carol Greswell
07803 581580
aye Smith
77155
Heather Hathaway
722537
c/o Mayfair
722077
Sally Clilverd
724224

davejudy1

googlemail.com

anaireland001 gmail.com
churchstretton.library shropshire.gov.uk
b.glenmoar gmail.com
patstokessmith hotmail.com
sulesmackey btinternet.com
martynlonghurst hotmail.com
ann.hurst 6

gmail.com

mrterrydavies hotmail.com
info scrappies.org
d.j.rae362 gmail.com
Annturner512 hotmail.com
kate playonperformingarts.co.uk
info lmsa.org.uk www.lmsa.org.uk
coaching longmynd.org
strettonplayers gmail.com
dmbetton googlemail.com
jamie.wrench

lineone.net

ianpennington133 btinternet.com
(Mayfair) www.mayfaircentre.org.uk
ames taikowest.com
jolendon hotmail.co.uk
mail strataassociates.co.uk
heath knollcrest.co.uk strettontheatreandconcert.net
(or Dawn Longmore 722328)
hilaryhymas7

gmail.com

daviescs btinternet.com
u3asites.org.uk/churchstretton/contact
(Mayfair) www.mayfaircentre.org.uk
(Mayfair) www.mayfaircentre.org.uk
gordonwillis go-plus.net
sacwg shropscwgs.org.uk
ganja
btinternet.com
marmaladieswi gmail.com
kayerubetta.smith btinternet.com
allstrettonwi gmail.com
(Mayfair) www.mayfaircentre.org.uk
sally strettonparish.org.uk

Additions and corrections to this list should be addressed to: The Editor, Stretton Focus, by email: editor@strettonfocus.co.uk

Church Stretton Town Councillors
Town Clerk: Danny Chetwood RFO: Beverley Clarke Office Hours: Monday to Friday 10.00am - 1.00pm and 2.00 - .30pm
Council Office: 60 High Street, Church Stretton SY6 6BY. Tel: 722113, Fa : 723608. email: secretary churchstretton-tc.gov.uk
South Ward
North Ward
Little Stretton Ward
Mark Morris
722741
David Wilks
723139 Mike Walker (Deputy Mayor) 720132
Hilary Claytonsmith 781666
Michael Braid
723364 Colin Carson
722784
Lee Chapman
723965 or 07458 117559 Bob Welch (Mayor)
722998 All Stretton Ward
Hilary Luff
724270
Nicola Carter
07581 300498 Richard Hickman
722006 or 07944 505146
Lyn Antill
07734 294909
Sandra Baker
724394
Shropshire (Unitary) Councillors for the Area
David Evans
01588 672179
email: david.evans shropshire.gov.uk
Lee Chapman
723965 or 07 58 117559 email: Lee.chapman shropshire.gov.uk, Leechapman.cstc gmail.com (for CS tc business)
MP for Ludlow Constituency: Philip Dunne, 54 Broad St, Ludlow, SY8 1GP, 01584 872187.
StrettonDale Local Joint Committee (Details pending)
Responsibilities for Public Services
Domestic rubbish: Shropshire Council
0345 678 9007
Street cleaning: Shropshire Council
0345 678 9006
Electricity power failure:
105
Gas emergencies
0800 111999
Last collection at Family Shopper letter box Weekdays 6.00pm, Saturdays 12.00 noon, No collection Sundays and Bank Holidays
Some useful numbers
Medical Centre
Church Stretton School
722209
appointments and general enquiries 722127
St Lawrences C of E Primary School
722682
out of hours
111
Sports and Leisure Centre (Teme Leisure)
720051
NHS Choices
111
Church Stretton Library
722535
Ring and Ride
720025
South Shropshire Furniture Scheme
01584 877751
Shropshire Council (Shrewsbury)
0345 678 9000
Domestic Abuse Helpline: 0800 783 1359 - 24hr support
Visitor Information Centre and Shropshire Customer First Point: 723133
South Shropshire Housing Association: 0300 3031190 (Housing and Support)
Police - Non emergency only 101, Emergency 999
Local Police Team Message Service (not to be used for crime or emergencies): 017 3 26 773 or csca.snt westmercia.pnn.police.uk
Safer Neighbourhood Team (SNT): Inspector Nicola Roberts [223695]: Tel 101 ext 4630; Sergeant Kapil Pindoria [21284]: Tel 101 ext 66601
Police Community Support Officers (PCSOs):
Lisa Thomas [226064]: 07870 163208; David Baron [226417]: 07870 163156; Julia St-John Martin [224002]: 07870 163199
Neighbourhood Watch Crime stoppers: 0800 555 111. Twitter: SouthShropCops
Police Station now closed, but there is a 24 hour telephone service there connected to another centre.
Support at Mayfair Community Centre - run by the Community for the Community 722077
For activities and support groups at Mayfair, please refer to the entries under ‘Clubs and Societies’ and to their advertisement.
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Stretton Directory: Index to Advertisers
Accommodation
see Hotels, B&B, Self Catering

Shropshire Sweep .................... 21
Stanton Sweeps ....................... 21

Accountants and Bookkeeping
ames, Holyoak Parker ......... 41
RLW Accountants ..................... 39

Clothes
Entertaining Elephants ............. 58

Architects, Town Planning
Batch Valley Design.................. 21
Christopher Roscoe Assocs ..... 21
Strata Associates ...................... 21
Bathrooms
see Kitchens, Bathrooms
Beauty, Slimming
see Hairdressers, Health, Beauty
Bed & Breakfast, Self Catering
see Hotels, B&B, Self Catering
Bookshop
Burway Books........................... 49
Builders, Plant & Equipment
A Lewis-Price ......................... 27
A Morgan .................................. 33
A.2.Z Construction .................... 29
Ben Homden............................. 33
David Spencer .......................... 29
E
G Groom ...................... 27
Farmer Plant Services .............. 27
oe Drury .................................. 33
ohn Hammond ........................ 27
Morris ................................. 33
Mark Terry................................. 29
Morris Maintenance .................. 29
Paul Tinsley .............................. 33
Period Window Restorations .... 33
Peter Tip’s Tipper...................... 29
Richard Sherratt Builders ......... 27
Ryder Home Improvements...... 29
SMM ......................................... 33
Cafés
see Restaurants, Cafés, Pubs
Calor Gas
A & B Smith .............................. 14
Cards and Gifts
Entertaining Elephants ............. 58
Stretton Print & Supplies .......... 39
Care - Homes and At Home
Bluebird Care.............................. 9
Carpenters & Joiners
E
G Groom ...................... 27
R Callwood ............................ 27
ohn Hammond ........................ 27
Mark Terry................................. 29
Mike Webster............................ 53
Paul Forrester ........................... 29
Carpets
Abbey Carpets .......................... 50
Catteries and Kennels
see Pet Food, Pet Care
Chemist
Hillside Pharmacy ..................... 17
Child Care
Hilary’s Childcare...................... 41
Chiropodists
Caroline Crump ........................ 17
Crown Podiatry ......................... 17
Cleaning and House Care
Chris Sansom Pest Control ...... 17
Cleanrite Services .................... 17
In Depth Cleaning ..................... 21
Shaw Clean .............................. 21
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Coaches
Caradoc Coaches ..................... 13
Community Centre
Mayfair ........................................ 9
Computing, Graphic and Web
Design
ason Gough ............................ 58
Nic Sansom .............................. 58
Stretton Internet ........................ 58
Webbe Technical Services ...... 58
Cycle Repairs
Go Cycling ................................ 50
Decorators
see Painters, Decorators
DIY & Hardware
Cyril Bason Hardware............... 44
Mynd DIY .................................. 44
Stretton DIY .............................. 44
The Door nocker Company .... 49
Domestic Appliances & Repairs
A & B Smith .............................. 14
Continental Fireplaces .............. 14
Norman ones .......................... 14
Electrical Services, Lighting
AMP Electrical .......................... 44
Bo all’s Electrician.................... 44
Charles Ephraim ....................... 44
M C Electrical ........................... 44
Stephen Morgan ....................... 44
Estate Agents
Bluestone.................................. 34
Miller Evans .............................. 34
Samuel Wood ........................... 34
Wrights Estate Agents .............. 34
Financial Services & Insurance
Caleb Roberts........................... 41
Crown Wealth Management ..... 39
NFU Mutual .............................. 39
Philippa Gee ............................. 41
Wrights Yorkshire Building Soc. 41
Fine Art Restoration
Stretton Fine Art Restoration .... 49
Florist
ohn R Thomas ........................ 50
Shropshire Flower Company .... 50
Food, Delicatessen
Entertaining Elephants ............. 58
van doesburg’s ......................... 58
Funeral Arrangements
A S Morris and Son................... 13
South Shropshire Remembrance
Park .......................................... 13
Furniture Restoration
R Callwood ............................ 27
Garage Services
Burway Garage......................... 13
Central Garage ......................... 13
MOT Clinic ................................ 13
Garden Design, Services,
Supplies
Ben Carter ................................ 23
Ben Homden............................. 33
Church Stretton Tree Surgery... 23
Farmer Plant Services .............. 27

Occasional Adverts not indexed

Integral Gardens ....................... 23
ohn Stephens Services ........... 23
Keith Warrington ....................... 23
Mike Russell Designs ............... 23
Paul Forrester ........................... 29
Paul Tinsley .............................. 33
Peter Tip’s Tipper...................... 29
Shropshire Lawn Co ................. 23
Stretton DIY .............................. 44
Unique Landscapes .................. 23
Whitehead Trees ...................... 23
Garden Machinery
Newington Garage.................... 13
Stretton DIY .............................. 44
Hairdressers, Health, Beauty
Anthony’s Hair Studio ................. 9
Health Beauty Clinic ................ 9
Middletons .................................. 9
Shampers ................................... 9
Health, Therapies
see also Chiropodists &
Physiotherapists
Amanda Bedding ...................... 56
Birch Tree Re e ology ............. 53
Bodylogic Mobile Massage ....... 56
Cate Gowlett ............................. 53
Forever Living Products............ 56
Mandy Mason ........................... 53
Mayfair ........................................ 9
Hobbies
Burway Books........................... 49
The Prolific Crafter.................... 50
Home & Garden
Caradoc Charcoal..................... 50
The Door nocker Company .... 49
The Garden Room .................... 50
The Prolific Crafter.................... 50
Home Furnishings
Abbey Carpets .......................... 50
Louise Watney .......................... 49
Hotels, B&B and Self Catering
Eaton Manor ............................. 23
Mynd House ............................. 56
Willowbatch .............................. 23
House and Garden Clearance
Peter Tip’s Tipper...................... 29
Insurance
see Financial Services, Insurance
Keep Fit
see Health, Therapies, eep Fit
Kennels
Netley ennels ......................... 41
Kitchens, Bathrooms
A Lewis-Price ......................... 27
A.2.Z Construction .................... 29
County Tiles Bathrooms ........ 27
Homefi .................................... 53
ohn Hammond ........................ 27
Lee Brown ................................ 53
Mark Terry................................. 29
Paul Forrester ........................... 29
Ryder Home Improvements...... 29
SMM ......................................... 33

Painters & Decorators
Andrew Webster ....................... 49
D R Tipton................................. 49
Don Hale................................... 49
DWS Property Services ............ 49
E B ones ................................. 50
G H ones Son ...................... 50
Paul Forrester ........................... 29
Roger Lucas ............................. 50
Pest Control
Chris Sansom Pest Control ...... 17
Keith Warrington ....................... 23
Pet Food and Pet Care
ohn R Thomas ........................ 50
Pharmacy
Hillside Pharmacy ..................... 17
Physiotherapists
Chris Turner .............................. 17
Marion Murdoch........................ 17
Physio Pilates ........................... 17
Plumbers, Heating
Gary Paris................................. 56
Homefi .................................... 53
Morris ..................................... 56
ohn Hammond ........................ 27
Davies Gas Services....... 53
Lee Brown ................................ 53
Morris Maintenance .................. 29
Peter Floyd ............................... 56
Ryder Home Improvements...... 29
SMM ......................................... 33
Whitfield Plumbing .................... 56
Whiting Heating ........................ 53
Printing, Copying, Photo
Products
Craven Design Print .............. 39
Marshbrook Print ...................... 39
Stretton Print & Supplies .......... 39
Restaurants, Cafés, Pubs
Berry’s ...................................... 58
The Loft .................................... 58
Skip Hire
ohn Stephens Services ........... 23
Peter Tip’s Tipper...................... 29
Solicitors
FBC Manby Bowdler................. 14
PCB Solicitors........................... 14
Storage
Craven Self-Storage ................. 33
Self-Storage Containers ........... 33
Sweep
Shropshire Sweep .................... 21
Stanton Sweeps ....................... 21
Taxi
Longmynd Private Hire ............. 13
Tree Surgery
Church Stretton Tree Surgery... 23
Whitehead Trees ...................... 23
Watches, Batteries, Straps
The Outdoor Depot ................... 49

Logs & Charcoal
Caradoc Charcoal..................... 50

Windows
A Morgan .................................. 33
Period Window Restorations .... 33

Mobility
Stretton Mobility Store .............. 13

Window Cleaning
Handyman Services ................. 17

Outdoor Clothing and
Equipment
The Outdoor Depot ................... 49
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ANDREW WEBSTER
PAINTER AND DECORATOR
INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR
CITY and GUILDS TRAINED
OVER 40 YEAR'S EXPERIENCE
FIRST CLASS WORK GUARANTEED
AT VERY COMPETiTIVE RATES
TEL: 01694 724574
MOBILE: 07779 825908

D. R. TIPTON
Decorator

Tel: 01694 723862
Mob: 07946 323819

BURWAY
BOOKS

18 Beaumont Road, Church Stretton, SY6 6BN
Tel: 01694 723388, email: ros.ephraim@btconnect.com
Home Delivery Service available

Stretton Fine Art
Restoration
Oils, Watercolours,
Prints etc
Free quotations

4, High Street, Church Stretton, Shropshire, SY6 6BU
01694 720189
info@thedoorknockercompany.co.uk
www.thedoorknockercompany.co.uk
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We have a
comprehensive selection
of paintings for sale.
Phone to view without
obligation

01694 722057
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E. B. JONES

G. H. JONES & SON

PAINTER & DECORATOR

Est. 1966

35 Years Experience
Interior & Exterior
All Work Guaranteed
Tel: Church Stretton 01694 724010

PAINTERS & DECORATORS

Telephone: Church Stretton
(01694) 722148
Mobile: 07808 670806

Roger Lucas
Painter
and
Decorator
01694 723237
07772 705856

ABBEY CARPETS
(Mark & Jane Brain)

12 Beaumont Rd. Church Stretton SY6 6BN
01694 722719 07527 886531
O er

rs e erience is our uali fi in uaran ee
Personal Service throughout
Home Choose Available
Saturday appointments by arrangement

Tuesday, Thursday and Friday 9.30 - 4pm
www.abbeycarpetsltd.co.uk
Email: jane@abbeycarpetsltd.co.uk
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Methodist Voice

A

lmost for as long as I can remember,
each morning as I awake, the words
of the hymn ‘This is the day that
the Lord has made, we will rejoice and be glad in it’ come
tumbling into my head and I either burst forth singing the
song with gusto or just quietly meditate on the seemingly
simple words.
It reminds me that no matter what the day ahead brings,
it is a precious gift that has been given to me and one not to
be wasted. This message has rung true even more so during
our times of lockdown. With restrictions and separation
from family and friends, with the sad news of so many lives
lost to this terrible disease and with many lives changed due
to the challenging times we’ve faced and continue to face it
is more pertinent than ever that we find and hold on to the
joy that is in each new day.
So, in these uncertain times what can bring us the
encouragement and the hope that we can rejoice about?
For me, as for many I am sure, it has so often been the
small things that have given me pleasure, many of which
have come from this wonderful world we have been given.
Lockdown has taught so many the importance of nature; it
helps us feel less overwhelmed and reduces stress levels. The
delight I have felt as so many visitors have found the new
bird feeder in my garden, the bird song heard as I’ve taken
my daily walk, noticing the fresh green shoots popping
through the earth, the sunlight breaking through on a
dull day, the new lambs in the fields; all these small things
have made a big difference to me, put a smile on my face
and brightened my day. Along with little acts of kindness
received or given such as a phone call or a message, all have
offered bright spots into daily life and reminded me that
for all the struggles that life may throw our way, there are so
many moments of happiness for which to be thankful.
Into every situation, when the way ahead seems difficult
and uncertain, faith in God can give us grounds for hope
in the day that he has made. Even in the midst of struggle,
pain and chaos, we have hope because God is with us and
the earth is full of his unfailing love.
So, when this pandemic is finally over and life returns to
some kind of normal, I will continue to rejoice. Whatever
has passed and whatever is ahead, I hope we might all
delight in the little things and find joy as the sun comes up
on another new day.

Stretton Theatre and
Concert Group (STCG)

F

or 35 years the STCG has been regularly taking
its members to major theatre and concert halls in
and around the Midlands to enjoy live professional
productions. Then came Covid and normal life seemingly
came to an end.
Happily, there is now optimism – we have a road
map out of this catastrophe with (fingers tightly crossed)
restrictions being lifted on 21st June. The beleaguered
performing arts industry has started to respond, new
productions talked of/advertised and there is a buzz in the
air.
We are also at work, but please be patient for it will be a
while yet before we can get you to an event, members’ safety
being paramount and central to our plans. We hope the
concert season, which usually starts in September, will be on
time and available to us. Theatre bookings are of necessity
more ad hoc, but should come on stream similarly. For the
diary we already have two events booked – By the Waters of
Liverpool at Malvern in November and The Nutcracker at
Birmingham Hippodrome on 2nd December.
If you would like to be involved, we are currently
looking for someone to join the Committee to run our
website and help out on the theatre side. Please contact
Jenny – details below.
New members are always very welcome – details from
Jenny Heath – email heath@knollcrest.co.uk or 07957
342345 – but see also our website:
www.strettontheatreandconcert.net
Jenny Heath

Scrappies are delighted to welcome back all our
customers and friends. Keep up to date through
Facebook with all our new resources and details of store
opening times and continuing covid restrictions
Thank you.
The Scrappies Team

Christian Aid Week
9th – 16th May 2021
We are planning to deliver envelopes to as many houses in the Strettons as possible, but again this year, we will not
be making the usual house to house collection due to Covid. Instead, the envelopes will show an address where they
can be returned. Please be generous to enable the wonderful work of Christian Aid to continue across the world in
such difficult times. If you could help by delivering envelopes, please contact me on 07719 717977. Thank you in
expectation.
Anthony Peck, Organiser
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South Shropshire Climate Action
Dear Stretton Focus Reader,
We are delighted to invite you to ‘Next Steps’, the second
online conference hosted by South Shropshire Climate
Action. It will take place from 9am to 1pm on Saturday
22nd May 2021 on Zoom.
The aim of the conference is to present a Climate Action
Plan outlining how to get to Net Zero Carbon by 2030.
Since our last online conference in September 2020, there
have been four sub-groups working on the following themes
for the plan:
Transport (Convened by Professor John Whitelegg)
Energy & Buildings (Convened by Simon Ross)
Land & Biodiversity (Convened by Nick Read)
Community & Schools (Convened by Alison Weeks)
‘Next Steps’ will present and debate the work
undertaken by over 100 volunteers in these groups, see how
they interrelate, and explore ideas on how the plan can be
put into action on the ground.
If you would like to attend the Conference, please
register on our website:
southshropshireclimateaction.org/conference-registration
We strongly encourage donations if possible. Your
registration will be acknowledged and you will be sent
further details in due course.
By getting involved with South Shropshire
Climate Action you can network, learn and be part of
a transformative initiative that is building a grounded,

structured outcome for our area.
If you have any questions, please
feel free to get in touch with
us at our e-mail address: info@
southshropshireclimateaction.org
Hope you can join us!
South Shropshire Climate Action
Email: info@southshropshireclimateaction.org
Website: southshropshireclimateaction.org
Who we are:
The concept of South Shropshire Climate Action
(SSCA) originated in a large public Climate
Emergency meeting in Craven Arms in November
2019. This led to a very successful online conference
in September 2020 which strongly supported the
idea of local action to combat the twin threats of
climate change and biodiversity loss and resulted in
the formation of SSCA. Philip Dunne, the local MP,
attended both meetings and supported the initiatives.
Shropshire has several distinct areas and we chose to
focus on the Ludlow constituency area because that
happens to neatly define “South Shropshire”. We want
our work to be practical and our special geography
informs all we do.

Climate conversations….

I

t would seem impossible not to be aware that activities
about caring for the climate are hotting up (sorry for the
pun). Monty Don from Gardeners World is urging us to
give up peat based composts and the National Trust have
suggested we might join Plantlife’s No Mow May campaign
and leave a portion of our lawns unmown to encourage
more wildlife.
What is very clear is that many of us are already finding
things we can do to make a difference, however small. One
of the simplest is to change to a truly green 100% renewable
electricity supplier. All the major suppliers now offer a
“green” renewable electricity tariff, but don’t be taken in as
some of these suppliers are mixing them with oil and gas
generation!
Have you had a climate conversation recently with
family or neighbours? Why not tell them about what you
would like to do, are already doing and what stops you from
doing more. This approach often generates interesting ideas.
Another suggestion is to use a carbon calculator. They’re a
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great way to see how well you are protecting our planet. In
Stretton Climate Care we use https://www.carbonfootprint.
com/calculator.aspx but maybe better for the younger
generations who don’t have so much control over household
heating, and travel options, is to take a look at GIKI
https://giki.earth
GIKI is a great way to see how well you are protecting
our planet with some helpful suggestions on how to do
better. You can get a score on how well you are doing and
share it with friends and family. The higher the score, the
better! Share with your friends and family and see who has
the highest score and get some creative, new ideas to reduce
your carbon footprint in simple and easy ways.
Jon Cooke, Publicity Officer, Stretton Climate Care
www.strettonclimatecare.org.uk
info@strettonclimatecare.org.uk
Tel: 07528 493181
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LEE BROWN PLUMBING AND HEATING
GAS, NATURAL AND LPG, DOMESTIC AND COMMERCIAL CATERING ENGINEERS

GAS AND BOILER SERVICING, INSTALLATIONS AND BREAKDOWNS
COOKERS AND FIRES
GAS SAFETY CERTIFICATES
LANDLORD SAFETY CERTIFICATES
SMALL PLUMBING WORK ALWAYS UNDERTAKEN
UNVENTED CYLINDERS, POWER FLUSHING
ENERGY EFFICIENCY AND
WATER REGULATIONS
TEL: 01694 724429
MOBILE: (DAYTIME): 07870 754201
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A Brighter Year?

I

n July of last year I wrote a piece for Focus titled “What
Our care sector and their residents have faced particular
Next for the Strettons – After Covid-19?”. We were all
difficulties in the past year but Paula, the manager of Field
so relieved to think that we might be over the worst. We
House, said “Our residents are looking forward to being with
pushed to the backs of our minds warnings that returning
their loved ones properly again, although they’ve risen to
holiday makers might bring infection home with them, and
the challenges of using technology really well.” It seems that
that winter was an unknown factor but something to be
adversity has had some benefits.
worried about. We were wrong to do so. Even so, little did we
Retailers of all stripes have expressed optimism for the
appreciate what the colder weather would bring.
future. Richard, of Peppers, said, when asked if he was feeling
Now, however, more and more people have received a
optimistic, “Definitely. We’ve started an on-line shop, which
first dose of a
we’ve wanted to do for some time and it’s
vaccine and more
doing well. The lockdown has provided us
will follow, with
with the time and space to make it happen.”
second doses
Joanna, at Entertaining Elephants,
being rolled
said, “The past 12 months have been
out through the
extraordinarily tough but we look forward
spring. Fewer
to when we can serve customers in person
people have
again.”
the virus and
Providers of visitor accommodation are
some of our
also optimistic, with future bookings filling
care homes are
rooms and self-catering cottages, and the
– cautiously –
number of enquiries increasing as people
allowing visitors
opt for staycations rather than the riskier
indoors.
option of travelling abroad, where CovidAs a bonus,
19 might still be rampant. Mrs Lewis,
fewer people
the owner of Church Stretton Holiday
Peppers – started an online shop
have been ill
Cottages, says “We’ve been in the business a
with ’flu and the common cold: after all, the precautions
long time and expect this year to be very busy. We’re ready.”
we’ve taken have kept us safe from these other viruses as well.
Gill Groom, of Mynd DIY, said “As the Spring sunshine
Our businesses are preparing, cautiously but with great
has come through it’s given folk the enthusiasm to carry out
relief, to open again, based on the Government’s ‘roadmap’
all the DIY and gardening projects they had always intended
that holds hope of a new normal. We’re not out of the woods to do! So much so, the demand for products has been
yet, but spring and summer hold promise.
overwhelming.”
As we are all aware, the prosperity of our town rests
Fleur, of Shampers, says, “Yes, I’m very optimistic. We
on the loyalty of residents to our local businesses and,
were always mindful to practice good hygiene and cleanliness
significantly, on visitors coming to enjoy our scenery and the but now we’ve really stepped up several levels, with extra
outdoor activity opportunities it presents. But how have our
training, and it’s become second nature during the past few
businesses survived the past year and are
months. We’ve
they ready for a ‘new normal?’ It certainly
adapted well and
seems to be so.
we’ll keep it up.”
To help them, Shropshire County
Jan, at Stretton
Council’s Business Development
Print and Supplies,
Department has produced a toolkit
said “It hasn’t been
that offers information about reopening
easy but we’ve
as lockdown measures are eased. The
adapted and our
Marches Growth Hub, a business support
customers are still
organisation based in Shrewsbury, offers
shopping with us. I
free face-to-face advice via Zoom, with
expect to be as busy
information about what’s available for
as ever as soon as
business support in all its forms as well
we can open fully
as the availability of grants and loans.
again.”
The Federation of Small Businesses
Tommy
(FSB) is a membership organisation
Conlon, of Get
that also offers help and support, with a
Connected, a
Mynd DIY – “the demand for products has been overwhelming” new business at 1
wide membership of businesses from all
sectors with regular meetings (by Zoom,
Burway Road, said
at present) and training opportunities. Church Stretton also
“It’s a perfect time to open in Church Stretton. We know
has its own Chamber of Trade where business owners will
there’s a backlog of need created by lockdown, as well as
be able to share their experiences, plans and support once
long-term demand.”
again, when they are able to meet. There’s no lack of advice
Those who have adapted their working methods – going
and support out there and local businesses are, in the main,
on-line, offering click-and-collect, enhancing customer
optimistic about the future.
service, providing home deliveries, learning new skills
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and partnering with others – have fared best during this
emergency. Could more be done to tempt customers back,
however? Perhaps.
John and the team, at Sandford Hardware/Newsworld
have formed partnerships with local food retailers and other
businesses, which has enabled them to both serve their preCovid-19 customers and even expand their numbers. Ros, at
Burway Books, has continued trading by providing a clickand-collect service and has continued to keep in touch with
customers with her newsletter.
One owner of visitor accommodation said, “I can see
future benefits in closer links with others in my business.
We could encourage each other, share our experiences and
suggest other places close by to people when we’re full. That
would be easier if we knew each other better.”

Perhaps these kinds of co-operation could, and should,
be a routine part of the future for small towns like ours,
encouraging residents and visitors alike to place their trade
here rather than – well, anywhere else! We have a wealth
of independent shops; more than most other small towns
but “Use it or lose it” – especially for smaller shops – is a
common truism and it’s likely to be more pertinent this year
than ever.
Our letters page has contained many “thank yous” to
local traders in the past few months but, if you’ve felt obliged
to take your spending on essentials, professional or domestic
services, hobbies or DIY elsewhere during these past months,
tell us what will bring you back to your local traders as they
open up. Over to you …
Christine Williams

Get Connected – a new Stretton business

Sandford Hardware/Newsworld –
formed partnerships with local businesses

Burway Books – offering Click & Collect
and keeping in touch with a newsletter
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ALL PLUMBING JOBS
PLUMBING

CALL PETER FLOYD
(30 YEARS EXPERIENCE)
RELIABLE SERVICE, REASONABLE PRICES

07885 585849
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Locally based
Plumber
General maintenance work
25+ years experience
Saniflo Engineer (separate
rates apply)
No job too small
£25.00 first hour/part
£20.00 per hour thereafter
Can price by job if over 1 day

Call GARY PARIS
01584 861844
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Church Stretton Library Update

Church Stretton Gardening Club

I

I

t’s great to be open and to be able
to welcome customers back into
the library along with helping
tourists visiting the area.
We have had a great response to our Ready Reads
service during lockdown and will carry this service on even
though the doors are open. You can also still use all the great
offers through the e-library.
We have the computer suite open for computer use and
a Wi-Fi spot, so please book in advance. Bookings are for 45
minutes at a time.
Our opening times are still on reduced hours:
Tuesdays, Thursdays, Fridays – 10am-4pm (closed between
12pm and 1pm)
Saturdays 10am-1pm
Please be aware that the above times could change,
but you can order books through Ready Reads (a click and
collect style service) if this happens.
Contact us for more information on 01694 722535, or
email us at churchstretton.library@shropshire.gov.uk
Book Review by Meg from Church Stretton Library:
Klara and The Sun by Kazuo Ishiguro.
Published 2nd March 2021 by Faber and Faber
Publishing
Celebrated author Ishiguro’s eighth novel
transports us to a not-so-distant future
where we meet Klara, an ‘Artificial Friend’
android, created to provide companionship
for lonely teenage children. Narrated by
Klara, we see the world through her eyes
and her incredible observational qualities
where she analyses the behaviour of the
humans from her place in a shop, hoping
that a customer will soon choose her. Like
Ishiguro’s other novels, Klara and the Sun explores the depth
of humanity from the perspective of those who are not
quite human, and how to approach faith, love, loneliness,
and grief. A beautiful hybrid of genres – coming of age
and science fiction – Ishiguro creates a thrilling book that
examines our changing world and asks us, “What does it
mean to love?”
The above book can be ordered through the Shropshire
Library Service.

’m sure no further gardening tips are needed for May
unless it’s to keep pace with the weeds. I did note,
however, that Monty Don recommends that we all
curb our mowing from now on and let our lawns turn into
havens for wildlife, both flora and fauna. I can’t believe he
has never heard the maxim “one year’s seeding; seven years’
weeding”, so I’m not sure what he visualises. Dandelions
are lovely in their place, and beneficial to pollinators, but
everywhere? Certainly I agree our roadside verges should be
left untended (by mowing or weedkilling) unless visibility is
compromised, and chemical weedkilling should be stopped
completely, but I’m not sure I want to do battle with kneehigh grasses every time I venture down the garden. That
said, insects did seem to be in short supply in the very
cold start of March, though I did spot a small tortoiseshell
butterfly on a bitterly cold but sunny day. Now, however,
things are improving, so I suppose it was a case of “watch
and wait”, much like our position with the Club now
as lockdown restrictions are gradually eased, and I hope
soon we can begin to look forward to some garden visits if
nothing else.
Enjoy May’s bounty!
Sue Forster

Border collie Willard took his owner for a walk on Caer
Caradoc, photo by Penny Hayward.

Stretton Summer Volleyball
Last Call for Volleyball
f you fancy joining a few of us for some Stretton Summer Volleyball outdoors May through August then please let me
know. For fun; aim is to play, enjoy and socialise. Town centre location on a Wednesday or Thursday evening. Might be
a small charge depending on what equipment I need to buy.
I’d like to hear from you too please if you have any outdoor volleyball equipment you could loan or give to me (nets,
posts, balls) or rope and pegs to mark out the court. Got any of these gathering dust in your home or garden?
At time of writing, I need a few more players to make two teams so please contact me soonest if you or your friends are
interested (no commitment).
Steve Redmond thebiggestredofall@yahoo.co.uk 07962 785612
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Jason Gough
computing services

Hardware - Software
Consultancy
Repairs - Installation - Support
For Business and Home users
Over 20 Year’s E perience in the IT Industry

Contact Jason Gough on 01694 724752
Email: jason.gough@jg-compservices.com

Berry’s
17 High Street
Church Stretton
01694 724452
www.berryscoffeehouse.co.uk
To advertise in the
Stretton Focus,
please contact our
Advertising Manager at:
adverts@strettonfocus.co.uk
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Everything is home-made: breakfasts, hot and cold
meals, snacks, cream teas, cakes, children's menu.
Courtyard; fully licensed; dog-friendly; private room
for up to 12 people by prior arrangement.
Open every day from 9 am to 5 pm
Tripadvisor Travellers’ Choice* 2020
* in global top 10% of restaurants
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Occasional Advertisements

Occasional adverts are
not indexed

To place an occasional
advertisement, please contact
adverts@strettonfocus.co.uk
Size: 60 x 35mm,
price £7.50 per month

Covid Moments
Christmas past, time not been well spent
Now fast approaching Easter and Lent,
Given up everything, the parties, the booze,
Yes or no to booking the luxury cruise.
It seems we are destined to a life full of leisure,
But confined to our homes, can’t go out for some pleasure.
For a romantic drive I took the wife in the car
At least we went out ... and I know it’s not far,
But on return my wife she gave me a ‘thump’
Saying, “I expected further than to Craven Arms refuse
dump”
To prove that romance in our house is not dead,
Valentine’s Day ideas came into my head,
To cook something exotic, oh yes, my fingers were itchin’
So I booked a table for two at home in our kitchen.
I cooked something simple, perhaps get some thanks,
Especially when washed down with a glass of ‘Vin Blanc’
The menu was French, delicate portions, not large,
Just ‘Haricots sur toast avec un oeuf et fromage’!
Now my wife had her birthday, I thought her spirits I’d lift
I asked her what she’d like in the way of a gift
She said get some mixed flowers and it’s you I’ll be praisin’
But I misunderstood and got her Spelt, Plain and Self Raisin’

But on most things at present we all have a ban,
But Boris, like ‘Baldrick’ has ... a ... cunning plan!!
There’s a ‘road map’ of hurdles before we are free
And life as we knew it returns to nor...mal...ity!!
But one old gent, in his garden has walked into history
A frail centenarian, old soldier, his name now no mystery
With assistance frame for body and a soldiers ‘can do’ frame
of mind
To commit for 100 times round the garden he signed
The world was aware and he, the world praised
For NHS charity, 37 million he raised.
He did it; he carried himself with aplomb,
He was knighted; we thank you, Sir Captain Tom.

Regrettably, I have to report that Captain Sir Tom Moore
attended his final muster parade on 2 February 2021.
To that heavenly Officer Mess bar he has retired and gone
“Stand at Ease” Sir Tom “Stand Easy”.
Les Mackey

But enough of frivolity, there’s things needing said
Let’s give thanks to those who care for those sick in their beds
Risking their lives to stop further infection
Volunteers who assist with the anti-Covid injection
Doctors and nurses are the best we have seen
Scientists working tirelessly to find a vaccine
Anonymous to most, but to each we owe much
Their encouraging kind words and their soft caring touch.
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